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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
We think we've got the original
Volume Nineteen
Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, May 26, 1950
12 Pages
Number Twenty One
story to prove that Mary is a
graniVold name. Whether alone
A Tribute To
or to make a double name, its
For
grand and confusing, too.
T101111 Tarrgb c:Mattes,
instance Wednesday evening the
a
better half came home with
beautiful quart of strawberries,
all picked and cleaned for eating.
On depositing them on the table
Country comfortable and more interesting
Ladies
Day at the
Last Friday afternoon one of iulton's most prominent and behe said: Mary Alice called and
Eugene McClure Scott, 48, well known busitwo and that's the decoration Of the loved citizens met his death before completing one af his most joytold me to come by so we could Club on Tuesday proved
Betty
Lou ous missions. Dr. John Lloyd Jones, Sr., who had dedicated his life ness man and a life long resident of this area drownthings ... housecleaning can wait ladies lounge that
have them for supPer.
to giving his children all of the advantages of life was killed instantAt the table we remarked that and golf is here to stay. At the . Thomas instigated and the other lyilibellrtsBdrsouwnsville, Tenn:, while on his way to Monroe, La., to visit ed this afternoon about four o'clock attempting to
blossomed
whereupon moment there's a little confusion !ladies joined in and
daughter and her family. It is accurate to say that Dr. Jones save the lives of four young boys whose boat had
people are so nice
joyous mission because every facet o his character
Paul said: "They have a -funny as to whether it will become the out with a red and white decora- was on his
American
pastime,
!national
but
scheme
that
is
a
tion
dilly.
Betty
was geared to making his children happy. In making them happy capsized in the artificial lake called Roberts Pond..
When I
humor, too.
sense of
basehe
fulfilled
right
along
with
enthusiasm
has
the
dictates
its
getting
contagious
of his mind and heart, because their happi- According to Jack Roberts who operates the fishLou's
walked in and told Mary-Alice I
other- extracuricular spread to all country Club mem- ness was his life.
strawberries, she ball and
came for the
Dr. Jones was a modern dentist with an old-fashioned back- ing center, "Scottie" as he was affectionally known
bers and has completely saturat-,
kept saying she didn't call the activities.
has ground. Left fatherless when he was a youngster, he took over by his hundreds of friends in Fulton was sitting on
added
Something
new
has
been
who
ed
Elizabeth
McDade
office." When Paul kept saying
selected as a varsity re- many of the duties of a man. He delved into the responsibilities of the bank fishing, when he noticed that the boat conthat Mary-Alice hadn't called our this year to make the sport more been
fringb wilth
abhdisbinother and two brothers and spent his afternoons
placement
as Ladies Day chair- after
stu
um
eamre
urhymacsabtonsuworking on the farm, not only taining the youngsters had capsized. He immedigetting as red as the
face was
Lou
has
resignman,
since
BettY
keep itirgoing but
6.
he.had finished high
strawberry. But added,
ed because of her planned resi- school he chose the dental profession as is livelihood, greatly in- aiely swam to the area of the capsized boat and athis brothers W. W. and D. L. who also had chosen other tempted to rescue the youngsters.
Union
City.
Not
that
fluenced
by
dence
in
"What did you do, when she
Elizabeth needed much enthusi- fields in the professional world.
said she hadn't called." He said
All of the boys were about ten years old.
In the early 1900's he hung out his shingle as a dentist in Dresasm.
of
that she was canning lots
•
•
den and shortly thereafter married the former Miss Wayne Smith of
•
Scott
was not able to cope with the struggling
strawberries so he just went in
The Young Democrats of Ken- helped make the lounge gay and Dresden. Even though his early education in dentistry was of the
the yard and looked arOund and tucky will hold their
old school, he kept ever abreast of the modern technique and at- youngsters and was drowned by them in their own
biennial vaoie and
even a c p
tended many of the national, regional and State dental meetings.
finally came back in and she had state convention in Louisville at
hardy menfolks, like Bill
Mc- His fondest wish came true when his only son, John Lloyd chose attempt to get saved. Also drowned was Joe Morris
the strawberries in a bag. "She the Seelbach Hotel May 30, 31
Dade and Randall Bircham gave the dental profession and came back to Fulton to practice with him. of Columbus, son of Mrs. Jane Morris and the late
looked a little funny even when and June 1.
a hand with the painting.
• He enjoyed a large practice and had the utmost confidence of Mr. Morris.
she gave them to me," he said.
Jennings Kearbe, local attorFor purposes of the record, his clientele. Within the past few years, because. of ill health, he had
Other member of the boating party were Joney, will attend the.meetings as Mrs. Buren Rogers was medalist planned to retire and was tremendously happy when his patients beYe gads, its no wonder. The a representative of the newly forfor the day and Maree Bushart gan calling John Lloyd for appointments, for in that gesture he real- dene Russell, Thomas Lee Russell and another uncall to the office was made by med Young Democrats Club of
had low score in the upper brack- ized that he had beee successful in instilling into his son the wide identified youth.
(Wright) who had Fulton County. Although a charMary-Nelle
et and Maggie Vowell had low experience and confidence that he had enjoyed during his lifetime.
been strawberry picking that af- ter has not been issued to the score in
Although he came to Fulton twenty years ago, he always called
Mr. Roberts immediately must- name, he ,vas associated in the
the lower bracket. But
Fulton his -hometown, since he was reared in the Chestnut Glade
ternoon. Of course, Mary Alice county group, authority was giv,orkers and re- floral business here.
off the record the
news is far Community and Fulton was the natural large community to which ered a crew of ,
(Coleman) would have been de- en Mr. Kearby by the state or- more interesting . .. for instance
covered the bodies in about 40
Ile is survived by his mother,
lighted to send over the lovely ganization to collect dues from a I Sara Johnson thinks the number he came regularly.
Dr. Jones was a happy man. He loved to sing, and although he minutes. Dr. J. C. Appleton of a daughter, Peggy, a student at
fruit of the early summer, but specified number so that the or- one tee is
misplaced . . . she had not had formal musical training he felt an inward joy in joining.
can you imagine her chagrin to ganization could be represented thinks that since all of her teeClinton was called to the scene the Harris School of Art in Nashin the chorus and expressing his innermost feelings. He was a devothave a man come in and convince at the State convention,
off shots hit the road, why not ed member of the Methodist Choir and received no owl_ of happiness shortly after the drowning but ville, an aunt, Mrs. S. A. Hagler
when she
her she had called
stated that
he I put the tee on, the gravel . . . and entertainment by being a member of the Lion'sClub Minstrel attempts at artificial respiration
Mr. Kearby
of Maiden Street, Fulton, and
hadn't, and then..walk away with would call. another meeting of Vivian
were unsuccessful. Paul HornWilliamson thinks a chorus.
her precious quart of berries.
the group as soon as he returns
former City Councilman, a member of beak, local mortician was called one brother, F. N. Scott of Les
He
was
an
Elk,
a
Mason,
a
(Continue on page seven)
from the convention
Knights Templar, a Member of the Chamber of Commerce and in to the lake to bring the body back Angeles.
1937 was president of the Lion's Club.
Please excuse and thanks MaryNews of the tragic accident Was
cu
otiton.
tosE
too.
In the death of Dr.Jones, the city was shocked and grieved. His
thanks to you
Alice and
was
born on the
old called to Fulton by Mr. Roberta.
Mrs.
Jones
Improving
lives
of
his
devoted
family
very
empty
spot
in
the
passing
leave's
a
you
tell
let's
Mary7NeIle, but
Massengill Farm near Union City On the fishing trip with Mr. Scott
and in the many ,organizations to which he belonged, not so much
After Auto Accident
about Rosemary.
for the joining, but, because he enjoyed more than anybody the the son of Mrs. Annie Scott Bar- was Mrs. Moselle Rawls.
Condition of Mrs.
30110.
ron of Dallas, Texas, and the late
wonderful relationship with his fellowman.
Mrs. Hagler told the News late
At the Joe Bennett home la-.1 Sr., who was aiding with her t,
All of us at the News-join with the thousands of people in West Mr. Roy Scott. Ile was a nmber
band.
Dr.
met
ha
Jones
when
he
honored
were
guests
Sunday 14
. Making memorial poppies to Kentucky and Tennessee in extending condolences to the bereaved of the Methodist Church ançl was Thursday afternoon that she
were death last Friday afternoon is re- be worn in honor of the war dead family. Besides his wife and son, John Lloyd, Jr. he leaves two at one time a telegrapher with would call members of the famguests
at a dinner. The
friends of the Bennetts who had ported improved, the News learn- on Poppy Day, May 27, is provid- daughters, Mrs. A. C. Volk of Monroe and Mrs. Harald McRae of the Illinois Central. Prior t his ily that night. Funeral arrangeDecoration ed today.
come to Fulton on
ing employment for thousands of Memphis, two brother* Dr. D. L. Jones of Fulton and W. W. Jones entering the sheet metal works ments are incomplete
pending
Receiving
painful
injuries
Day. AQ is the delightful custom
In this city, which
veterans in hospitals of Martin and two sisters, Mrs. A. C. Butts of Fulton and Mrs. Roscoe
disabled
bears his word from the family.
about the body she was brought
Palmersville, Tenn. He leaves three grandchildren, who
Shanklin
of
in the Bennett household a huge
throughout the country, accordto Fulton for treatment at Jones
adored him and who called him "Poppy."
ainner was planned, with iced
to the Poppy Chairman of
Hospital. She was removed to jag
Dr. Jones lived a pll and wholesome life. A farm boy with an
tea and delicious mint chosen to
Legion
Auxiliary.
shortlythereafterthe American
itage and an example of good living to all
iron will, he leaves a
her residence
make the beverage spicy. Well,
only
enables
the
The work not
If those Who knew an oved him. The thousands of blossoms at the
early in the day Maznye went inIveterans to earn much neeaed Dresden Culnetery where he was buried and where the final Masonic
to the garden to pick the mint,
money, but also is valuable as rites were administered were as though in gratitude for having
known him .
and was cautioned to be sure and
occupational therapy she said.
pick the right leaves since there
Poppies which will be worn
nearly
were several leaves of
here were made by patients at
Identical foliage in the yard.
the Veterans hospital at LexingRobert Harold Bennett, 18, son whom he helped
with
farm
Over $1,500,000 was expended ton under the
direction of the
of Chester Bennett of the Duke- chores began looking for him and
Indignant at having her keen by the Fulton plant of Swift & Ky. Department of the Auxiliary.
dom
Commnnity
and
Mrs.
Paulupon
entering
the garage found
knowledge of spices questioned Company in 1949 for the pur- They will be distributed on the
,
ine Bennett of West Helena, Ark., the body.
she picked the "mint," carefully chase of poultry, eggs, milk and streets here on
oppy Day b y
Decoration
munitiesi,
28,
is
May
Sunday,
met
his
death
instantly
.WednesBennett
attended
the Pilot Oak
Thacker, volunteer workers from the Auxwashed it and put it in the refrig- cream, stated A. B.
Day in many of the rural cemeMt. Moriah Church.
day afternoon as a
stilt of a school and was loved and admirerator all ready for the guests. manager in an address before the iliary and school girls. ContriSunday
is
the
Fulton.
teries
near
ed
by
his
schoolmates.
He was
Mt. Zion Cumberland PresbY- self-inflicted pistol w
butions received for the little red
At mealtime, Mrs. Joe Bennett Fulton Rotary Club this week.
d, acnot able to engage in many of the
above memorial flowers will go entire- day set aside in Most small com- teriiin Church.
the
addition to
In
(another Mary) took the carefulcording
to
a
report
file
Ay
'Cormunities for decorating the final
extra-curicular activities because
ly guarded "mint" from the re- amount, some $250,000 was ex- ly into the
rehabilitation and
resting places of their,loved ones. • Walnut-Grove Church.
Davis of Vraves Of his poor eyesight.
oner Homer
frigerator and remarked that it pended for taxes, labor and sup- child welfare funds of the
LeCounty.
It' is a colorful and reverent ocUnion Cemetery.
Residents of
the
a gion and Auxiliary.
Dukedom
smelled mighty funny for mint. plies bought locally, making
casion when myriads of blossoms
Young Bennett, was found by Community; where the Bennetts
Homecoming and Decoration
last
Just about this time, Hazel total outlay for the plant
and potted plants are taken to the
"his father in the garage at the are prominent 6.0
respected
(Scruggs) walked in and upon year of over one and three-quartDay will be observed at the Harabout five farmers
cemetery to brighten the grave
back of his home
were shbeked at the
Methodist Church on Sunnarrowly er million dollars, Mr. Thacker
mony
viewing the greenry
relative.
of a departed friend or
o'clock Wednesday afternoon. It tragedy.
averted apoplexy ... Mainye had stated.
day, May 28.
Most significant is the practice of
is believed that he had been dead
Funeral services will be held
Swift & Company here • emMason Hall Melody Boys
dug up, EVERY LAST BIT OF
The
place
on
taking extra flowers to
about two hours when found. The today (Friday) at the Old Bethel
THE CAREFULLY NURTURED ploys around 100 people and has
will be present for the all-day
living
relagraves
whose
those
report filed by the coroner indi- Church which he attended.
everyone is asked to
ROSEMARY' THAT HAD BEEN buyers for its products located in
Roma Satterfield, daughter of tives or friends
so services and
were not
cated that he ii,sed a pistol, and
Survivors besides his mother
extending from
GIVEN
HAZEL AS A PRIZE a broad area
bring a basket lunch.
not
or
perhaps
were
placed the weapon between his and father
include, his
stepthe Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Satterfield thoughtful
Ohio river on the north to
GIFT BY A CLOSE FRIEND.
final
resting
to
visit
the
eyes
causing
instant
death.
able
mother, Mrs. Chester
Bennett,
Mississippi border on the south. andlEdwin Bondurant, son of Mr.
Attend
Meet
Local
Men
Decoration
Day.
place
on
residents
of
the
According
to
three sisters, Bonnie, Darlena and
Camden, and Mrs. Fred
far as
""(Ed's Note: Rosemary, a and east as
Bondurant were
little community in which young Brenda and one half sister, Miss
Decoration Day is scheduled
pretty
name, is also a
hardy Tenn., Mr. Thacker stated.
presented the
American Legion on May 28 at the following corn- At Ky. Lake Tuesday
Bennett
had
lived
most
of
his
life,
Betty Hodges a student at UT
bought by its
All products
bushy, evergreen, native to
medal at the commencement exand
likeable Junior College at Martin.
Joe Davis, Vyron Mitchell and he was a quiet
Southern Europe and Asia Minor. agent-buyers are shipped to the
attend-were
in
Westpheling
young
man.
Although
his
vision
Paul
graders
The News extends
heartfelt
(Little out of place in Fulton). Fulton plant for processing, with ercises for the eighth
Justin Atteberrv Doing ance at the-meeting at Kentucky was almost gone he bore his sympathies
to the bereaved famThey are used for preserves and cream purchases constituting the Wednesday night. The medal is
Governor
when
Hospital
Tuesday
handicap
Lake
on
with
Christian
forti
Barnes
in
Fine
ily.
perfumes.
Rosemary has long biggest single item purchased.
presented to the boy and girl,
Justin Clements-announced the building tude. Early Wednesday he was
The many friends of
been regarded as a symbol
of
by
the
students
and
facselected
hotel
on
the
lake.
seen
in
Dukedom
and
of
a
did
not
apCircuit
the
Atteberry, clerk of
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111115IL 111(11111011111111111111111111111111=1111150
'
AWARDS PRESENTED
eternity and the ancients plantClements, Henry pear despondent.
Governor
He
visited
Awards won recently by Ful- ulty in secret ballot who have Court will be delighted to know
ed it near the tomb. It is a token
r•iij
or
the
Kenmembers
of
around
Ward
and
with
people
in
the
stores
at
improve
of remembrance and often used ton School students at the Ben- shown outstanding characteristics that he continues to
and
Association,
and
seemed
Press
his
usual
self.
tucky
in
Hospital
General
scholastics, the Barnes
Competition will be in honor, courage,
in bridal wreaths. In northern ton Rifle
As near as can be determined it
other State figures were present.
St. Louis.
England it was used in funeral presented today at Chapel exer- leadership and fellowship.
the
Justin's room number is 8220, Story of the new hotel will be is believed that he entered
The medal was presented by
rites and
Shakespeare said in cises at school. Presentations will
is found elsewhere in this week's garage about three o'clock. NearHAMLET . . "rosemary for re- be made by James moos and Ed James Warren, commander of the so drop him a card. His wife
"My Boys, the Railroaders"'
ing the milking time his father,
I issue.
at his bedside.
local American Legion post.
Phipps, coaches.
membrance."

1.
Goif s Here To Stay; Lathes
rove It Fine Outdoor Work

1884 - 1950

Eugene Scott Drowns In
Roberts Pond Thursday-

vii!ien.

JENNINGS KEARBY
TO DEMOS MEETING

POPPY DAY IS
THIS SATURDAY

THACKER SPEAKS
AT ROTARY CLUB

DECORATION IS SUNDAY AT MANY RURAL
CEMETERIES' CHURCHES PLAN SERVICES

Dukedom Grieved by Death
Of Popular Robert Bennett

TWO STUDENTS GET
AM LEGION MEDAL

HAM

I

That's for sure with Mayme
Bennett.
And it Hazel hadn't
made a quick comeback the rosemary would have been used in
the spanner of the ancients.
Generous sports fans
proved
their warm hearts for baseball
and the local team by contributing some $85.00 Wednesday night
in a free-will spontaneous collection taken for Toby Fisher, Railroader catcher who suffered
a
broken ankle and who will be
lost to the team during the rest
of the season. John Earle delivered the proceeds to Fisher at the
Fulton Hospital Thursday morning.
LADIES NIGHT FOR ROTARY
Next Tuesday evening at 6:30
p. m. Fulton Rotarians, RotaryAnns and their guests will gather
on the Fulton
Country
Club
grounds for the
first outdoor
"Ladies Night" of the season.
A splendid buffet supper is being prepared by Hugh Fly and
will be followed by a brief program of merriment for the entertainment of,those present.

ETHERIDGE

With a 7-5 win over
Jacksart
Wednesday night
here, Fulton
climbed to the top of the League
standings. Not
including
last
•
shine cabinet by Hal Wiseman; nights game, here s the record:
KITTY LEAGUE
cedar boxes by Godfrey Binford,
W. L Prt.
Team:
Charles Sevier and Joe Hill; a
13 7 .15111
modern glass top and end table Fulton
14 8 .636
by Billy McCollum; a gun rack i Hopkinsville ........
12 7 .632
by David Hicks; a desk by Hu-!Owensboro
12 10 .545
trert Stone, and
other I Mayfield
many
10 10 .541111
pieces of furniture
by 'Jackson
made
other members of that class. But:Union City
9 10 .474
9 15 .2ed
the master of all, is found to be Cairo
that very likable and
5 4 263
capable' Madisonville
Thomas Sublette. Fortunate will
Fulton fans are r.-'w wondering
be the lass who gets that man be- l it the baseball season is not now
cause there will be no worries in the later stages. Every season
if the furniture budget is limited. I about the last of July or the first
Thomas has made, in a period of i of August, old man Injury bethree years, such things as a bed, I "ins to take his toll of the Md..
larnps, tables, boxes, and last but roader roster, but this season, it
not least, a complete and beauti- I seems that he has arrived mods
ula radio
sig ht andr
to .ee
record
d hpelaary.er that I ahead of schedule. Let's hope that
he has just passed over town on
is
When the exhibits in the grade his way to elsewhere and that he
I won't be able to make another
school and science hall were clostrip to Fulton for the rest of the
ed the crowd assembled in
the ;season. His first visit showed up
Institute. Saturday night when Toby FishCarr
auditorium at
opnag
There the girls Glee Club and the or broickoenhtlinsua:
aeslii2
de
) into.
(Continued on page 71
on

Junior Sleepy? - No-School Is Out and Work is Done
rooms the exhibits found there these eight graders who will soon
By Mary-Nelle Wright
(who, be freshmen?
When the kids start waking up enlightened some of us
room there
at six o'clock in the morning, in- perhaps, are vague) as to what , In Myrtle Doyle's
map of Kenstead of sleeping those last pre- really goes on in our schools. in - was a most unusual
rocks,
cious minutes until eight o'clock Ann Perkins' room there was a tucky made of dirt, moss,
showing the seven
from and wood
in the morning, you just know placque with a quotation
The Cumbthat the end of school is at hand. Aristotle—"Learning is an orna- geographical regions.
and
And too, when the teachers and ment in prosperity, a refuge in erland Gap, the first house
students start looking back over adversity and a provision in old other points of interests showed
in its
the "best work" done during the age." On the opposite wall there what an artist that class has
imaginative Myra
school year, there's no better way was an amusing contrast of post- creator, thc
to realize that May will soon be ers like this: "Don't say CHEER- Jackson.
In Mrs. Payne's room all who
June and its time to "show Off" say CHAIR," Don't say HISSELF
Mother's Day
bit of ac- I say HIMSELF," Don't say FAR- read the lovely
concievable
every
Ann has the right cards made by different memachieved in the say FIRE."
complishment
bers of the class immediately felt
schools before the barefoot, care- Idea.
In the room guided by the cap- a lump in their throats. On one
free, camp lazy days are in full
able management of Jim Cullivan card printed by one of those litswing.
Last Friday evening was "look I there were some unusual future tle third graders there was an
predicted for the original verse like this: "Dear
what we did" period at the Ful- I occupations
members of that Mother;
ton schools. The girls' chorus, j some of the
Roses are red, violets are
mixed chorus, style show, band !class. Can you imagine Winkie
blue,
concert (the little ones and the Voegeli as a future pediatrician?
Mother, you are sweet, that's
exhibits Or that husky lad, Jerrell Underbig ones), class room
why I love you.
and other things were on the pro- woOd in the roll of,an astronomer;
With Love, Phillip.
Logan-Humanitarian
or
gram at Carr Institute and the Gail
Something like being in a forBeverly Cursey as a flight nurse?
Science Hall last week.
Mrs.
was felt in
On visiting a few of the home But, then, who are We to judge eign country

Moore's room when you saw the
miniature Congo River, jungle
homes, the Mexican adobe huts,
the, Kazak "yurt" used by the
early cave
Nomads and other
Blackstone and
homes. Marion
Elva Dicus displayed dolls they'
had made of each country. There
was Pedro of the Andes, Simba,
a boy of the Congo, Abdul, an
Egyptian boy and many others.
How near, and yet how far are
the travels of these youngsters
between the pages of their books.
In the Science Hall remarkable
progress is shown by those students under the capable direction
of Ed Phipps. There were complete house plans by Billy Gregory and Tom McKnight, probably two of our future architects.
departIn the woodworking
lamps of all
ment there were
shapes and sizes made by Jimmy
Sisson, J. W. Coleman and Jimmahogany
my Hale; a pin-up
lamp by Jerry Hale; a cedar shoe

,
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THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
-Post Offi,e Box 485

lotion, n.eniticay

R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING,
Editors and Publishers.
A member of the Kentucky Prem Association.
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau,
Subscription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, $2.50 per year.

There is .. .nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
catiSe.—Anonymous.

as rededication month, state committeees,have
been set up in a number of states, radio, motion picture, Magazine and newspaper people

Ladies Day on Tuesday at the Country
Club started the ball rolling, officially, for the
gay season of activity at the Country Club.
With the ladies eating on the laW'n, picnicstyle, of course the conversation inevitably
turned to thg long discussed club house that
would be such a boon to entertainment out
where the clubs swing merrily and the balls
Vybi
A wonderful suggestion has been going
the rounds these days wherever golf is discussed. They say.
What we ought to do is start off this year
with a one-room building, made of concrete
blocks, with

arrangements

made for rest-

roams and floor space to accomodate tables
for eating and bridge playing. If a small budget permits, maybe a screen porch could be
'erected.
The whole outlay, according to some of
the men folks would take maybe $3000. Later,
if funds permitted the building could be added

to.

Frankly, and it is the studied opinion of
most folks, if we wait until we can start right
off building an elaborate structure, - we may
never get a clulthouie.
And too, if we wait until all the drives
-are over, we'll be until Kingdom Come waiting. The way to get the clear field for a drive,
is to edge in and start one. We've never seen
one fail.
officials.
How about it Country Club
We're not saying for sure, but we'll bet the
ladies will get out and do a-lot of work toward
raising the money.
And too, to build an expensive clubhouse,
that takes plenty of money to operate, might
scare off a lot of fine folks who just couldn't
afford tremendous dues and fees.

No War.. But Taxes
Are Still Collected
The House Ways and Means Committee
has voted to make certain downward revisions
in the wartime excise taxes. As an example,
it halved the 20 per cent admission tax on
tickets to entertainments, and did the same
thing with the tax on luggage. Other commodities and services came in for some relief.
This is a step'in the right direction; but it
is not the end of the matter, whether or not
the current Congress takes ,further action.
The maintenance of these taxes, regardless of
the percentage figure, is a breach of faith now
that the war is long over. They are not "luxtaxes. Applying as they do the commerdial passenger transportation, a long list of
commodities inhluding baby oil and the most
inexpensive cosmetics, they fall on many abzolute
necessities—and, for the •most part,
they are paid by people of small or moderate
means.
It must not be forgotten that these taxes
were strictly part of the wartime emergency
legislation. They were imposed, not only for
revenue reasons, but tq discourage the manufacture and use of anything that did not contribute to the war effort. They came into being, in other words, at a time when it was neccessary to sharply reduce civilian living standards and habits.
'Now, with the shooting war over, . the
trontinuance of these business-hurting taxes—
with their adverse effects On employment and
'
trade—is inexcusable.
"Every Federal officeholder and deputy:
do-grinder is in favor of simplifying the executive establishment and rendering it less expensive, so long as his own agency is not
touchdd. If anyone suggests'that his office
might be eliminated it came close to treason."
—Editorial Statement, The Wail Street Journal
7v• hod facilitates every kind of business,
and hi making it easy makes it
agreeable,
and also successful.—C. Simmons.

by McFeatters

dedicate themselves to the principles of freedom we inherited from the founding fathers",
_is attracting considerable support.
Governors of a good many-states already
have signed proclamations deticating June

Great Buildings From
Little Structures Grow

STRICTLY BUSINESS

The "Rededication Month" idea, conceived by a weekly newspaper editor, in which
the people of America will be urged to "re-

Entered as second class matter Junk 28, 1933
at the post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States Postal act of March, 1879. •
Published Every Friday Of The Year.

FRERAY, MAY 28, 1950
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Rededication Month
Is Idea For Freedom

are promising cooperation and the churches
at the country are expected to conduct rededization ceremonies on Sunday afternoon, June
_ •
15.
The idea was conceived by Lester Will(Miss.)
Columbia
iams, publisher of the
Columbian Progress, as a plan for having the
grass-roots press play a leading role in leading
the nation back to "safe ground." The program inrludes a:pilgrimage to Plymouth Rock
by a group of weekly newspaper editors.
Asked what prompted him to launch the
program, Mr. Williams explained:
admit that I had no idea that
"First,
so many people Were thinking along this line
and that,there were so many programs now
being promoted-calling attention to the American Way of Life and encouraging a greater
appreciation of our system.
"Personally, I was against the encroachment of big government, big business and big
labor on personal life and freedom. I felt
other editors and publishers were too. This
trend is comparatively new and its movement
is very slow but sure. We are bent on a soft
security, surrendering our birthright of indi
vidual self-reliance for favors, voting ourselves into an Eden from a supposedly inexhaustible public purse, supporting everyone
by soaking a fast disappearing rich, scrambling for subsidy, learning the arts of political
logrolling and forgetting the rugged virtues of
our founding fathers.
"I felt that the press could and should lead
this Nation back to safe ground. It could do
this
"—by announcing its intention to make a
pilgrimage to Plymouth Rock for the
purpose of rededicating itself to the
principles of freedbm upon which this
Nation was founded.
"—by reviewing the American Scene,
pointing to those things which have
made the Nation great, and also to
those-things which have tended to
weaken our system through the
gradual loss of individual freedom; to
the encroachment of big government,
big business and big labor.
"—by a'Middle of the Road' policy as far
as political parties are concerned, but
a firm policy FOR the reforms spOnsorer!. So firm, in fact, that political
parties would find it expedient to addopt a program in line with the Press
Program.
"—by asking the entire nation to join in
a rededication service in all of the
the
churches of .the country during
month of June.
"—by asking the Governors of the 48
United States to issue a proclamation
proclaiming June, 1950, as "Rededication Month," and calling on their peothemselves to the
ple to rededicate
was
principles on which this Nation
founded.

Tourists Can Be
Handled In State
One reaction which has resulted from increased tourist business in Kentucky is the
increase in number of motor courts and hotels, John A. Keck, Commissioner, Kentucky
Department of Highway said today. A summary check made last week by district offices
of the department revealed the fact that 68
modern motels, tourist courts and small hotels
had iigen opened or placed under construction
during 1949.
will
provide
The new establishments
more than 2,500 modern rooms and represent
a total investment of more than $8,000,000.
The price range on motor courts or Motels is
from -$501,000 .each for the small units, to as
much as $250,000 for the larger and more luxurious lay-outs.
The survey indicated that the Paducah
district in which the new Kentucky Lake area
is located lead with 17 new establishments;
Somerset district rep:cited 12; Bowling Green
district reported 10; the Pikeville and
Flemingsburg districts reported 6 new units
each; Elizabethtown, Louisville and Lexington districts reported five each and the Covington district reported 2.

&nee program. If the doctors of
an increasingly unhealthy lot: We
United States can come up
seem to be afflicted with more the
a sound, comprehensive and
with
each
viruses
dreadful
new and
genuine health program under
year. But many persons simple
enterprise that will work,
feel they cannot afford to pay tor private
health program for the
medicial care every time one of a real
power to them. Cermore
people,
get
don't
they
If
bites.
bugs
these
be enthuattention, they spread disease tainly most of us would
it.
through entire communities. A •-siastically for
So far, however, we are not
contagious one can get a wondertheir mere destructful start from just one person who impressed by
the Truman "Fair
doesn't bother to isolate himself, ive attack on
medicial program without
or who can't afford the luxury of Deal"
the offer of any substitute. The
going to bed to nurse his illnes.
if
Ill--health can cost as much, or challenge is there they can promore, than a good health--insur- duce.

Sermnnette Of The Week

91 %heel, eau/mete
One day, as fiction has it, the
Devil decided to go out of busi•
About nineteen hundred years ness. His tools, therefore, being
ago a small group of men, follow- for sale, were put up on display;
ers of Christ, were confronted by and Malice, Jealousy, and Pride
a great problem. Life was cheap, were presently 'recognized by
might was right, vices were glori- most of his prospective customworn, tiny,
were ers. There was one
fied, abominable cruelties
the
visited upon the poor and unfor- wedge-shaped tool bearing
highest price, however, which
tunate.
The handful of Christians were seemed difficult to identify.
hunted as criminals or traitors. "What is that?" someone asked.
thrown to the lions, burned, o. "I can't quite place it."
"It's a little misleading—our plant is the one in the rear!"
answered.
beheaded. But they were not "Oh that!" Satan
daunted, for they had 'determined -That is Discouragement. It is my
to change that pagan world by a most valuable tool. With it I can
From The Files:
'Wan that would do away with open many hearts, since so few
__violence and bring blessings to people know that it belongs to
everyone, even to their persecuOne of the most effective pro'tors.
Those early Christians, possess- tections against discouragement
ors of the new message of univer- is the comforting conviction that,
sal love, could easily have suc,- as a Christ-bearer, we do not
died
named,
town
was
the
whom
1925:
29,
May
to work alone. Christ is ever with
combed to the temptation
Mrs. this week:, His father, Absalom, stay hidden in their catacombs, us. We are instruments, no matRev. 011ie J. Sowell and
may be.
Sowell left Fulton this week, for was a soldier in the war of 1812 to have 'their devotions, and let ter how defective we
Pray for the courage, which
Jackson on his the rest qj the world go -to the
Oklahoma, where he has accepted and was with
.
can come only from God.
another pastorate. He was pastor Seminole campaign. Bradford Devil.
But they didn't. They took the
Church
of the First Christian
was a direct descendent of Gov. command to love their neighbor
Rev. James Keller is the foundhere, and a popular preacher.
William A. Bradford of Plymouth very literally. Fired by the Holy er of the immensely popular
Spirit, they went forth as Christ- Christopher'. Ile LS the author
Over 3 million pounds of to- Colony.
bearers. In every human being, of "Van Can Chanee The World",
bacco have been received here
Miss Elsie Davis, daughter of no matter how degraded or un- published by Commons. Green:
during the current season, which
Davis of friendly, they saw the- image and and also "Three Minutes A !LW ,
Mr. and Mrs. W: L.
closed today.
published by Doubleday.
Vinita, Oklahoma, and Mr. Louis likeness of God.
Dr. J. E. Simmons, well known B. Weaks, son of Mrs. P. H.
physician of Dukedom, died Mon- Weaks of Fulton, were married
Tuesday morning at the home of
day after an extended illness.
Mrs. Vodie Hardin on Third
Rev. 0. J. Sowell delivered Street. Rev. J. V. Freeman, pasto tor of the First Methodist Church,
sermon
the baccalaureate
seniors Sunday. pronounced the ceremony. - The
South Fulton
The class of eight girls and five bride was attired in a beautiful
gown of
Model
following: Irene Castle
the
boys includes
• 4d8 EDDINGS STREET
Waylon Johnson, valedictorian; poudre blue crepe.
and
Milton Tucker, salutatorian,
For Ambulance service Day or Night
Miss Margaret, the pretty and
Lucille Jonakin, Alta Gates, Era
daughter of Mr.
Lewis, Margaret Griffin, Norma accomplished
Bram, Mozelle Swiggart, Gladys and Mrs. C. B. Hilliard of Clinton,
Elam, Lennie Martin Chambers, was united in marriage Monday
E.
Ned Jonakin, Neal Sellars and afternoon .to Mr. Reginald
Contract Funeral Home for and Member of:
Mrs.
Bennett, son of Mr. and
Howard Elam,'
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
Elrnest J. Bennett of Beelerton.
in
Leslie Batts,, local manager of They will make their home
the Standard Oil Company, died Evansville.
of injuries suffered when he tried
Sunday afternoon Sheriff J. 0.
to board a slow-moving freight
train near ttie Ice Company plant, West and deputy John Wright
lost hisflooting and was thrown captured one of the largest stills
county.
Fulton
ever taken in
beneath the wheels.
With the operator, who was arRoads, sewers, city halls and rested at the site near Hickman,
other public works are planned was confiscated 900 pounds of
TOP QOAL1TY
TUIS
by the State this year to provide sugar and nine barrels of mash.
work for Kentucky's large numThe dwelling of Mr. and Mrs.
bers of unemployed.
Robert Everett of near CrutchRobert D. Bradford, 92, oldest field was destroyed by fire Suncitizen of Bradford, Tenn. and for day night.
By Rev. James Keller
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RANGE

Dick Oberlin:

Otte.21.4,t's 644e4oalio4ts
. What President Truman calls
his Fair Deal program contains all
manner of proposals many of his
critics, Democrats as well as Republicans, aren't so sure are
"Fair".
Foremost among these proposals is the one variously referred
to as the National Health programs, the Medical Insurance Bill
and it has other names, too. The
American Medical Association
calls it socialized medicine.
Certainly the propaganda for
and against whatever you may
tag the proposal has caused a
emotional storm.
widespread
From the begining the A. M. A.
launched a vigorous campaign
against it and never has let up.
Just mention the program to a
physician and watch his blood
boil.
Just last week, Doctor Elmer
Henderson of Louisville, president - elect of the Medical Association and president of the World
Medical group, told an audience
at New Albany, Indiana that compulsory health insurance will be
this
issues of
one of the big
year's Congressional elections.
Doctor Henderson added that
the A. M. A. welcomes a test, that
he is convinced that the campaign waged against the plan has
aroused the public to the defense
of what, we suppose, should be
referred to as the private enterprise system of medicine.
We agree with Doctor Henderson's first statement. The latter,
of course, is a matter of opinion.
Since there are those who are equ
ally convinced that the physicians
and surgeons de• not hew closely
enough to the line Of truth to win
their argument.
Generally, patients realize that
the physicians should be paid according to the patients' ability,

becati• hardly a doctor doesn't
have ,.._, share of charity cases. It
is interesting that this philosophy
of payment according to ability---is strictly democratic in origin.
And, also, strictly socialist, if you
want to look at it that way.
It has been my observation,
though, that a good many patients
wonder where fair, or even high
fees and exhorbitant charges begin.
One incident brought to my attention recently concerns a man
who has not been moved by the
A. M. A. propaganda campaign
against the compulsory health
insurance program --- except to
anger. This fellow received a bill
for $125 for medical attention
which he thought would cost------and which might fairly cost----about $75.
Stamped on that bill was a little
cartoon, or drawing, showing a
king line oi lame, the halt and
the blind waiting apathetically
for a harried physician to get,around to them. The cut-line read
something like: "This is socialized medicine".
The propaganda back-fired because the man was only infuriated at what he considered an over
charge.
The short-coming of the British
National Health program have
been sorely overplayed by the
A. M. A. They have not used,
however, one of the best-informed critics of the British plan. He
itr_the. very man who started the
whole thing---the author of the
original British program.
It was my pleasure not long ago
to interview former Cabinet Minister Ernest Browne, and he is
quite upset at the way his idea
has been worked out..
Here is the nub of the situation.
As a sort of generalization, the
people of the world are becoming

Now Every Family
Can Enjoy the Big
Advantages of Electrk Cooking!
You'll never find a bigger, better buy
thAn tInc one!

We offer you a genuine 1950 Hotpoint Electric Range at a marketshattering price—payable on the easiest terms in town! All the joys of
cooking electrically can be yours, yet
your budget will hardly notice the
difference! Come in and judge for
yourself!
LOOK TO

Ont

sommtamotwourompo
By the Makers of
America's Leading
Electric Reneges

M
r.--

•DEEPVIELL COOKER
UNITS
•CALROO
•HI-SPEED BROILER
-T
•1-PIKE STEEL BODY ;
•POR CEL A IN FINISH
,, IMIMININONWHIMINICIMERIMINNA
I

FOCI
Yet,
mad
'as'
rio
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"TI

FOR THE FINEST

Bennett Electric
—2 STORES217 Main Street
324 Walnut Street
LOOK TO HOTPOINT FOR THE FINEST—FIRST
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as
afternoon
Sunday,
Wesley
at
tion
WESLEY NEWS
Leon
and were visitors in the
Mrs. Govie Wright
Wright home, Mr. and Mrs. Hamp
afEarly Sunday morning cars be- Clapp and children also were
gan to come to Wesley cemetary ternoon visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ross of
loaded with pretty flowers. Peodinner
Sunday
ple continued to come throughout Murray were
guests of her grandparents, Rev.
the day.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Gardner, and Mres. Sam Hicks. They also
Gardner, visited in the Ray Pharris home
Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Gardner and Raymond Bostick home.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Mr
Vaughan,
Gardner were
Mrs. Caro
and Mrs. Callie
Govie
Sunday dinner guests of Mi. and Eunice Hicks and Mrs.
Wednesday afterMrs. Rupert"qardner and ahil- Wright were
noon callers of Mrs. Sue Hicks.
dren.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Conn alai
Carl Bostick recently purchased the Meadows farm adjoining children spept Sunday in Union i
him. Mr.- and Mrs. L. E. Ruddle City with his mother and sistand children and J. Humphreys Mrs. Maggie Conn and Miss Lilli,
4 of Fulton moved there Saturday. Conn.
Joe Dixon of Murray spent SunMr. and Mrs. Ray Miller, Mr,
day frith home folks.
and Mrs. Harry Hancock and
Mrs. Agness Williams of Clin- sons were Sunday dinner guests
ton was the Thursday afternoon of Mr. and Mrs. Howard House
guest of Rev. and Mrs. E. C. Nall. and Jerry.
Miss Bettie White spent Wed- j At this writing, Mrs. Lillie Boanesday afternoon with Miss Mar, tick, who is in the Fulton Hospital is much improved.
tha Stephens.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. I Remember services at Wesley
Carl Bostick on the birth of a ' next Sunday night. It is Rev. Mcdaughter born last week at the Minn's last service of tile year.
Fulton Hospital. The Young lady
will be called Cheryle May.
FULTON ROUTE 4
Mrs. Gus Farmer of Wing° is
ner
, Joyce Crime
spending several days with
Mrs. Les Cruce was hostesses to
daughter, Mrs. Reed McAlister.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Prestli a lovely pink and blue shower
gueyts in Wednesday at 2:30 in the home
were Sunday dinner
the W. L. Best home. Mrs. Laura of Mrs. Junice Cruce 'when she
her
daughter,
Prestly went home with her son complimented
Mrs. Earl W. Hutchison.
for a few weeks.
Pepsi-Colas
Refreshments of
Mrs. Jim Walker entertained
Thursday afternoon with a better and cake were served to the following guests: Mrs. Grover Petty,
brush party.
his Mrs. Robert Masco. Mrs. Almos
Felix Gossum is having
Sandra,
Mrs.
stock barn remodeled. Leonard :Polsgrove and
James Priest and children Mrs
Duke is the carpenter.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Winstead Eva Bone and son, Mrs. Jewell
of near Dresden attended decora- Hinkle and children, Mrs. Lewis

round-

opular
author
TorId",
r-areen;
Day",

c,703

CO.

cicad6 A
PASTEURIZED
HOrlOr,ENIZED

C

Mrs.
Mrs. Jake Redden an.i
Mrs
Jess Warren gave /Ir. and
Charles Yates a surprise household shower Sunday ngiht. They

received many nice gifts.
Little Lanetta Jean Foster has
been sick this past week.

DUKEDOM RT. 2
Joyce Taylor
Mrs. Evaline Yates, who has
been sick, is better.
Mrs. Tennie House spent Thursday with Mrs. Ila House and Mrs.
Lola Gardner.
on
Mrs, 0. F. Taylor called
Miss Allie Rowland awhile Tues,lay night.
Mrs. Zell Singleton
visited
Mrs. Harry Yates one afternoon
last week.
Jane and Sue Owen were the
Lovely Claudia Morgan, starred
as "Carolyn Kramer" in WLW- Tuesday afternoon guests of JoyNBC's daytime serial
Right ce Taylor.
Is Happiness" at 3:45 p.m., EST, Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House were
Is pictured in the dress created to the Sunday guests of Mr.
and
represent the popular show.
Mrs. Was Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Beckham Vaughan called on Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Mrs.
Cruce,
Junior
Mrs.
Holley,
Yates awhile Sunday afternoon.
Jim McClard, Mrs. Lowe HutchErnest
Rowland of Paducah
honoree,
the
and
hostess
the
ison,
spent Saturday night and SunEarl
Mrs.
and
Cruce
Les
Mrs.
day with his parents, Mr. and
Hutchison.
Mrs. Virgil Rowland and KenThose sending were: Mrs. Hoyt neth.
Griffin, Mrs. Hugh Adkins, Mrs. Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Witt J. P. Owens and girls were: Mr.
Carl Shepherd, Mrs. DI
Ramsey, Mrs. R. E. Wagster, Miss and Mrs. Chester Owen and fam,
ily of Sedalia.
Juanita Jerrigan.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and
Raymond Clark left WednesRiverside, Joyce visited Mr. and Mrs. James
for
day afternoon
Calif., to visit his brother and Ellegood and boys of Arlington
W. Saturday.
family, Mr. and Mrs. e.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. McNatt viritClark.
ed Alfred McNatt, who is vow
Mr and Mrs. Junior Cruce ill, Monday morning
awhile.
visited Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Clark
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen, Jane
Saturday night.
and Sue called on Mr. and MI
Beckham Vaughan awhile Sunday night.
Route Three Chats
Mrs. Pearl Cooley visited in the
Mrs. Jack Foster
home of Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver.
Butler
Hubert
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Taylor awhile Wednesday after,.-ere in Fulton shopping Satur- noon.
te night.
atMr. and Mrs. Pete Foster
tended the ball game in Flatten
‘-;.,turday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Elno Foster and
oys spent the weekend with Mr.
r,nd Mrs. Mrs. Ed Hollis at Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Wright and
i,oyt visited Mrs. Lizzie Foster
Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. Marion Jones and
immy visited Mr. and Mrs. Pete
Foster Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and
in
I.anetta attended the show
Fulton Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Lowary and
Mrs. Willie Lou Bram attended
church at Oak Grove Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones Brann
and David were in Fulton shopping Saturday night.
Mrs. Mose Pue is getting along
fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Cloy Yates and
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor at

to our

Milk will tale
They'll drink it for
Mo goodness'sob

PURE MILK CO.
SERVICE AND QUALITY
PHONE 813.1

AMERICA'S

SAVE ON PAINT

Mayfield.

is

hildren

tended the singing at Bethlehem
Church Sunday afternoon.
Charles Yates
Mr. and Mrs.
Mr.
spent Saturday night with
Lowery at
Richard
and Mrs.

Nicole Paint
and Enamel
Including:
4- Interior
finishes
4- Safety Tred
+ Fire - Stop
finishes

CLOSE $100 ft, WHILE
LASTS
OUT I
24-HOUR SERVICE

IT'S THE SIG ECONOMY
PACKAGE!

Friday - Saturday- -May 26-27

FINEST!

today - - out tomorrow!
Complete line of

THRIFTIEST!
ROOMS!

TUBES,
PARTS,
etc.
All work guaranteed

WAY TO LOVELIEST

The new PYREX
NURSING BOTTLE SET
(WITH NIPPLES)

DOUBLE MEASURE
DOUBLE PLEASURE

THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:

P-L-U-S
CARTOON - COMEDY
The Bowery Boys

'LUCKY LOOSERS'
—CO-HIT----

DEPUTYON MARSHAL
HALL

New and expectant mothers will love this
complete Nor,o, Set. Just the right number of famous Pyrex Nursing Bottles and
Faultless Nipples to prepare a complete
day's Feeding al one timc
packed together in a beautiful
pink nod blue gift box tor only

1.

Third Man theme

2.

my

3. If I

BOTTLES
13-0Z. PYREX
INCL6DES SIXFAULTLESS NIPPLES
SIX
AND

Sunday - Monday
Tuesday,

4. Sentimental Me

Bewitched

CLOSEOUT!
QUALITY
WINDOW SCREENING

7. Hoop-Dee-Doe
9. Daddy's little girl

SAVE! PRICES CUT
ONE - HALF!

10. Music, Music, Music
..we//eiw
AwAstr oe
AwItifirotwrs

Only low-priced or with

LOWEST PRICED

Ford-only Ford-in the low-price,field
offers you the smooth, spirited performance of a V-8 engine. Yet a Ford
V-8 is yours for hundreds of dollars less
than any other "Eight." Yes, even hundreds less than most "Sixes."

•

•0010
41,”•re•
alleVallet

'/'

miracle wall finish

Foolish Heart

8. Deane

matinee

The modern

knet-v you were coming

6. It isn't fair

a V-type engine!

EASIEST!

RADIO
REPAIR

5.

GE

IDEA FOR
A NEW PRESENT"
A "BABY

In

FULTON

PURE
MILK

Star Models

SAVE ON
THROW RUGS!
Genuine

congoleum

Available in 24- to 48"
widths, now in stock.

quality,

SCREEN
TAINT

Sea Breeze

THERMOS JUGS

and patterns to choose.

ii

Tuesday Night

I-gallon size, with spigot. Now

Only low-priced car with
a 'lifeguard" Body!

EIGHT!

Welded, all-steel body scientifically
reinforced for strength-"sound•condiboned" for quiet. Quality coach work
and baked-on enamel mean long lifehigh resale value.

Only low-priced car with
King-Size Brakes!
Only low-priced car to
receive "fashion Award"!
Yes, fowl's the only car on the
road to receive the New York
Fashion Academy's coveted
Fishion Car Medal two years in a
the only low-priced car to
row
receive it. ever!

"TEST DRIVE" THE

Trips are treats with features like
Ford's big 35% easier-acting
brakes to take the work out of
driving-and your non-sag foam
rubber driver's seat to banish
fatigue. Trips are treats, too,
when you see how far you go on
So little gas and oil.

91en
WNW

White srdewoll tir, and wheel
/roes twigs optional al extra cert.

FORD

AT YOUR FORD
DEALER'S

Coming - Wed., Thurs.
611,1\111 ,

stert

J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
MAYFIELD'HIGHWAY

ie
reet
IT

FULTON

Pllt I NI 42

S—
CHECK YOUR CAR • CHECK ACCIDENT

...t1
61“

tiRildiN41

rlite, HEIHEo

15 x 27
18 x 36
30 x 54

79c

QT. (Reg. $129)

with border. Variety of colors

2 SHOWS — 7:00 & 9:00

$2.00

GALLON

29c

HALF-PRICE:

49c

Reg. 25.95, closeout at

89c

$3.00

15c

Pint

60c

Pint
Quarts

$1.00

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

I

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton,

New location .... 217 East Fourth Street
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Give A New Look to Your Old Chairs

4F

Water Valley
Odell Puckett
4
e

be heads up
land smart...

Inn

straw
At STORE NAME there's
a handsome, masculine
PEDIGREE Straw for
every taste to keep you
well-dressed, crisp-looking
and cool when the rest of
the town is sizzling. Featuring colorful puggaree
bands, these finely made
PEDIGREE Straws are designed of light, porous
straw in a wide variety of
smart, up-to-the-minute
styles for your good looks,
for extra coolness, and
warm weather wearing
comfort.

$2.50 to $8.00

HALL - WOOfEN
CLOTHING CO.
414 Lake

t.

Fulton

Mrs. Byron Bishop was hostess
to the Woman's Society of Christian Service Monday afternoon.
spent
Mrs. Martin E. Casey
payt of the Week with her daughter, Mrs. Richard Cole and family. '
St.
Mrs. Vernon Hayden of
Louis is visiting her daughter,
Mr.
Mrs. Buster Bradley and
Bradley.
Mrs. Lelia Bard, Mr. and Mrs.
Murrell Stephens and children
of
were Sunday dinner guests
Stephens
r. and Mrs. Arnold
nd tarnily near Fulgham.
Wilson Arnett of Paducah was
a guest of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Will Arnett Sunday and attended decoration at Bethleharn
and
Mrs. Marilyn Maxberry
little daughter, Lynn, of Carbondale, Ill., are visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Looney.
Bishop and boys
Rev. Byron
visited Monday and Tuesday with
his mother, Mrs. J. A. Bishop of
Middleton Tenn.
Chicago,
Herman Neisler of
Mrs. Alta Horsley of Long Beech,
Calif., Mrs. Lola Raney of Charleston, Miss., are
visiting their
sister, Mrs. W. L. Brumley and
Mr. Brumley.
Miss Odell Puckett spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Leon
Charlton and family and attended decoration at Camp •Beauregard.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Puckett
spent Sunday with her parents.,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopkins of
Fulgham and attended
decoration at Salem and Bethel cemeteries.
We extend our sympathy to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Murphy
on the death of their baby daughter, Kathy Jean Saturday, May
20.
Weekend visitors in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Ingrum ireluded: his mother and two sisters, Misses Charlene and Mattie
Lou Ingrum of Columbia, Tenn.
Beeler Mullins of Wing° visited Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs.
Mike Pitman.
Grundy Edwards of Metropolis,
Ill., spent Saturday
with
his
sister, Mrs. J. B. Byrn and Mr.
Byrn.
Herman
Neisler, Mrs. Alta
Horsley, Mrs. Lola Raney
and
Mrs. W. L. Brumley visited Fri-

L'AIGLON
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New life for this
ugly old chair begins
with regluing creaky
joints and placing
chair in clamps to dry.
Then put on a pillow
case type cover of
sturdy 4abric.
Next step is anchoring a layer of
cotton batting to
rough cover. Then pin
new fabric to padded
chair frame, cut to
size and baste with'
welting between layers
as shown above.
Tacking flounce to
chair frame, after
seat is unscrewed, is
shown at left. Ruffle
can be made by .ahirring on machine or
crimping in with tacks.
Photo, by Americas
How Maim',

began.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar siiissom,
Mrs'. Bessie Yates and. children
afternoon
spent awhile Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks
and children.
MayMrs. J. C. Olive was in
field Wednesday.
Fulton
Mrs. C. J. Bowers of
morning' iv:th
spent Thursday
her daughter, Mrs. Mary CcIller.
Mrs. Dailey Wilson of Mayfield
spent the weekend with relatives
in this community and Clinton.
Dorothy Mae Pannell of near
week
Harris is .spending this
with her aunt, Mrs. Eded. Hicks
and Edna.
Mrs. Hillman collier and Linda, Mrs. V. J. Bowers and ,Mrs
Edgar Grissom spent Thursday
morning in Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore spent
Saturday night and Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Sutton
and family and attended church
at Cayce Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
fEcks
and Steve, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Marshall Veatch and daughtee of
Fulton spent Sunday ivit'h Charles' parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vance
Hicks, Willis and Edna Virginia.
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird of
Union City were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie McClain and
family
Sunday. All
attenclea
church at the Mission in
the
afternoon.
Mrs. Lester Brown of Fulton
spent Monday with her daughter,
Mrs. J. C. Olive.

daily; Feed and Grain,
free upon request. Items covered stock,
Market
News Letter,
in these mimeographed reports weekly;
weekly;
and
Tobacco
PoulI
reports,
and
Dairy
follows:
as
are
try, three times weekly; Live- daily in season.

DE-FROST
THE ORIGINAL REFRIGERATOR
DEFROSTING UNIT

95

POWERED BY
GENUINE

TELECHRON
MOTOR

Adjustable
Defrosting
Cycle

LONGER
FOODS STAY FRESHER

JUST PLUG
IT IN

rUTS ELECTRIC BILLS
•

No Special Installation Required

A Market News Service ha,
been developed in the Kentucky
Department of
Agriculture to
serve producers, processors, distributors and consumers. Mimeographed reports ,on agricultural
products are prepared and mailed to corporation, press', radio
produce dealers, and individuals,

DE-FROST AUTOMATIC

Electric
Main Street

Phone 201

BILL
OF
HARRIS FORK.

9fflosechate .2)..44044f
r as The
242
,
14#if

1950

DODGE

YES .... we are ready to make delivery on the Daring.
New 1950 DODGE. Our first shipment since the end of
the strike has been received, and we will now be getting
cars regularly. SEE AND DRIVE THE DODGE before
you buy!

4

We Also Have A Good Supply Of

2(

BIM

.111••••

USED CARS

Mrs. Edgar Grissom
There was such a good attendance at the State Line
Mission
both Saturday evening and Sunday
afternoon.
Rev. Baird
brought both messages.
Our South Fulton school children were happy Friday when
they returned with their report
cards and their summer vacation

1

Atkins Motor Company
"Your Dodge - Plymouth Dealer"
209-11 Fourth Street

Fulton, Ky.

nil miw ni al
CilICKERIIOARD CHUCK!'ES • From Your Purina Dealer ri"i"•••
-18-19-20- \ 7 SE'S
H
COUNTING
.140W CAN
—I'M ON THE
2/

frosting for
your fashion!

At a very purseconscious $10.951

(714 1144 44IS°114
FULTON

FEEDING NOW FOR EXTRA FALL EGGS?

144.1 1-10
*KJ

,
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HER EARLY FALL
EGGS BEFORE
T4-IEY'RE LAID.

4
i
44
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SHE DO
PURINA
THAT? GROWENA PLANTESTS SHOW UP
TO 21 EXTRA FALL
EGGS!

(-

)

7 ----

---\.

4,

DOING 74
Pl

Think how much extra profit you'd
make on pullets laying 21 extra fall
eggS. Growena-fed pullets laid 21
more fall eggs than pullets on an
inadequate ration.. Start feeding to.
day for extra eggs. Come in for
Purina Growena.

es

vi--...,

WHAT'S SHE
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Perfect summer
standby - - fresh
and lovely - - delicately
touched
with sweetness.
In spun rayon
that copies the
look of linen.
Gay flowers embroidered
on the belt,
covered buttons, slit bodice
pocket, gored skirt, Lilac, pink,
acqua, luggage. Sizes 12 to 20,
38 to 44.

visitor
to see
privat
courts
busira
Kentu
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rear,
two
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floor.
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West State Line

"Herschel, hop in and Ill take
you home as I
reckon that is
where you should be going this
time of the day. I think Andrew
Jackson or Abe Lincoln or maybe Topsy's father
owned this
contrary
mule. He goes only
when you head
him
towards

SO rap
standir
vacatir
feels
step tr
goverr
cogniz
vide o

COMM

Uncomfortable, ugly chairs get a new lease on life with very little
effort, time and money. The approved American Home Magazine
remedy requires only tacks, upholstery needle, thread, welting, cotton
batting and gay material. Scrap material (muslin, a worn bed paoi
or sheet) can be used as foundation for sewing batting„-A set of foul
chairs can be done on lea than $s (including 10 yards of new
material).
Mrs. L. I).!home. He puts me in mind of Guy
day with Mr. and
Misses tells
' Tucker when the
Brumley of ITnionCity.
Sunday visitors in the home of him that "Soup is on."—theonly
depend oa hini
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Edwards in- time she can
Grundy Moving.
cluded: Mr. and Mrs.
I took him on 3 debt. just about
Edwards, Mrs. Mamie Jacobson
of Metropolis and Mr. and Mrs. as bad a debt as this ole mule.
But I wanted to ask you if you
J. B. Byrn.
The commu'nity supper spon- ever sat on a bumble bee or was
Legion hit by an H-bomb or maybe jast
sored by the American
Saturday night was well attend- an A-bomb. With either one we
would not read your Obituary :n
ed and enjoyed by all.
The Sunday visitors in the the papers, so just let it pass and
home of Mr. and Mrs. Richard I'll tell you why I wanted to
Mr. know about the Bee. .
Childress and boys were:
Gus Bard went to Louisville
Provow, Mr.
and
and Roy
Mrs. Vernon Provow and daugh- so he could nave his nose right
up
by the "starting gate" at the
ter, Linda, John Pinion-of East
St. Louis, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Snow Kentucky Derby. He got tired of
of Fulgharm Mr. and Mrs. Hubert standing when a friend came
Mullins and daughter, Diana, of along and suggested they place a
Greenfield, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. ; bet. Now Gus is a good judge of
Robert GIRS"0 of Union City and what it takes to make a beautiful
horse and—well
wimmin
are
Mrs. W. B. Thompson.
The community extends, sym- mostly—anyhow nifty like. And
pathy to Mr. and Mrs.
Mack Gus being such a good judge
Ingrum on the death of
their wanted to place a pretty good bet
on Middleground, having seen
baby son Sunday, May 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Lee Camp- I this beautiful horse inaction. But
bell of Lawrenceburg, Ky., spent his friend argued in favor of a
the weekend with his parents, Mr. nag that didn't even show any
-class. Gus got tired of listening
and Mrs. Burnie Campbell.
Herman Neisler, Mrs. Alta and sat down just where a bee
Horsley, Mrs. Lola Raney, Mr. had a reserved seat. Well Gus got
and Mrs. W. L. Brumley attend- up right quick end forgot to place
ed the reunion at the home of a bet of twenty bucks that he
John Richard Cruce in
hand. Now
Union was holding in his
Herschel let that be a letson to
City Sunday.
Miss June Bishop is spending you to get your bet down first
the week in Almo, Ky., with and .then play with the bees and
birds or watch the winamin and
friends.
don't get stung.'
"Well how much do you figure
Gus lost"?
"Enough to
buy all of Bob
Bindford's Doodle Oil."
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GUARANTEED material and workmanship. Also, may be returned
within 10 days if its does not perform as advertised. Ask for ij:by
•
name—
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We Have All Varieties of Soy Beans Common To This Area
Funk's G---Pfister---U. S. 13 Hybrid Seed Corn

IREED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS

Custom Seed Cleaning
409 College Street

Custom Grinding and Mixing
Phone 620

•

Grain,
Letter,
reports,

Kentucky Lake Park To Have 50- Room Hotel

Friday, May 26, 1950 — The Fulton News — Page5
Miss Mary Ellen Mischke of
Paducah is the guest of Miss
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Clifton have Carolyn Roberts.
returned from a visit in Louisville
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Homra of TipMrs. Judith Farabough of Memphis is the guest of her sister, Mrs. tonville -isited relatives in. FulJ. R. Hillman on Norman Street. ton Sunday.

PERSONALS

parks
Plans for the erection of a 50- rooms will be On the lower floor. grounds, water and electric sys- pletely remodeled into a combi- "The work at the two
and recreation is merely a part of the state-wide
nation lounge
Kentucky The dining room will have large tems.
room park hotel at
Lake State Park z.vere announced windows, overlooking the lake.
program for the development of
"The state started from scratch hall.
shows
Both Lake Lodge.and Central an optstanding system of parks,"
this week by Governor Earle C.
here,
modernand the evidence
be
will
The building
Clements at a dinner meeting at istic in design, with stucco ex- that great
progress has been Lodge at Kentucky Dam Village Ward declared.
Village Park terior.
Kentucky Dam
made," Ward said. "The addition have been modernized and prihere.
The announcement was made of the park hotel will provide for vate baths have been provided
western a complete operation at Kentucky for most rooms. All the 35 vacaThe contract for building of the at a dinner at which
tion cottages have been furnished
hotel will be awarded in June, Kentucky newspapermen and di- Lake State Park."
"At Kentucky Dam Village, 10 and placed in operation. The ofLake
and it is'expected that it will be rectors of the Kentucky
completed in time for the open- Association were in- attendance. new vacafion . cottages, a bath fice building is being remodeled,
next
season
ing of the 1951
In addition to discussing the house and beach and a concession and a gift shop will be added.
"The state soon will let a
There's harmony in Bond & Lilkrrd, too!
March. .
new hotel, Commissioner Ward building are under construction,"
000 contract for the erection of
This fine Kentucky whiskey has been a
It is estimated that the hotel reviewed steps by the state dur- the commissioner added.
A new kitchen is nearing com- an administration building and
the
will cost. approximately $400,000. ing the past two years in
companionable favorite since 1869.
Kenthe
two. st‘te pletion, and the dining room will other improvements at
In addition to the 50 rooms, each development of the
airport,"
Village
of which will have a private bath, parks on Kentucky Lake - Ken- be enlarged. New quarters have tucky Dam
office, Ward added. "Both the Kentucky
the hotel will include a large tucky Dam Villige here at Gil- been given to the post
Lake making more space for the gro- Department of Aeronautics and
dining room, kitchen, lobby and bertsville, and Kentucky
an observation State Park, 20 miles up the lake cery store and coffee shop at the the Federal government are colounge, and
operating in sponsoring this prop
porch.
at the site of Eggner's Ferry park.
The auditorium is being corn- ject„" he said.
Kentucky Lake State Park got bridge.
At the latter park, construction
into full operation this year with
the opening of 15 vacation cot- has included a modern bath house
tages. Governor Clements declar- and beach, concession stand, rest
ed at the meeting here this week rooms, large picnic shelter, rethat operations there during the modeling of the boat dock, buildfirst few weeks demonstrated ing of a superintendent's home,
conclusively the need of a hotel caretaker's house, the 15 vacation
for the convenience of those de- cottages, landscaping of the
TELEPHONE
siring to stay only a few days
and who do not wish to rent
When orderin
housekeeping cottages.
a drink.—
Mrs. C. E. Williams
"Kentucky Lake is developing
FULTON'S NEWEST AND
or a bottle...
(Too late for last week)
so rapidly as one the state's outFINEST AMBULANCE
always ask for
Mrs. Harold Hopkins and son
standing tourist attractions and
state of Memphis are visiting Mr. and I
vacation spots that the
—MEMBER—
BOND ar L1LLABD
I
week.
Mrs. Carl Yates this
feels an obligation to take this
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
KENTUCKY WHISKEY—A BLEND
Lynn Irvan visited Mr. and Mrs
step to meet the demand," the
Adult Funerals from $99.50
SPIRpS
governor said. "However, we re- Robert Irvan this week.
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORPORATION, NEW YORK, N.Y •'=1;('PAIN NEUTRAL
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williaml'
cognize that the state can provide only a small part of the ac- and Kara spent Friday night withi
WNW
Nms..
commodations needed for the Mr. and Mrs. Kinny Cupples
..•••••••••=0.
visitors, and we are most happy Henderson, Tenn., and they all.
Memphis
in
to see the tremendous growth of spent the weekend
privately owned motels, tourist with their children, Mr. and Mrs.
courts, fishing camps and other Ural Cupples and attended The
businesses springing up around Cotton Carnival.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Coffman
Kentucky Lake."
Details of the new hotel were and Margaret Ann went to the
outlined by Henry Ward, State lake fishing Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lib Williams of
Commissioner of Conservation. It
will be erected on a slope. near Danville, Ill., visited Mrs. Clara
the lake, and will be built on two Williams over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams of
levels. The front, facing the road
leading .to the building, will be Detroit spent a few days with
one-story, in height, but in the Mrs. Bettie Williams and other
rear, facing the lake, it will be relatives he...
ItIslARBIrrollelfalPiffetzsmtwaie
two stories. The lobby, lounge
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Kingston of
and rooms will be on the • first Albercruerque, New Mexico are
floor. The dining room, kitchen, visitng Mrs. Radie Kingston and
employes'_ quarters and storage other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Adair Cannon
visited Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams awhile Tuesday night..
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OLD ICE BOX ROUND La UP

S

ROCK SPRINGS
WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

Nettie Lee Copelen

Mr. and Mrs. John W. Finch
and son were Sunday visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd.
Rev. Eldon Byrd of Benton,
K., visited his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Verlie Byrd this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown spent
Mr.
!awhile Monday night with
land Mrs. Hub Beard.
Mrs. A. E. Green an& Jimmy
We
visited Mr. and Mrs. / Elmoore
Eliminate
Copelen and family -for awhile
Annoying Noises
Tuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Elliott
',re there noises in your radio
.et that annoy you? (And we visited in Crutchfield Friday af4 aren't referring to any so- ternoon.
called comedians, either.) Just
spent
Copelen
Martha Kay
call us. Promptly and expertly Wednesday night with
Beverly
we'll make your set give you
Elliott.
:ull listening pleasure. Phone Ann
Mr. and Mrs. Herchel Elliott
401.
and Beverly visited awhile Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
—PRoltPT ATTENTION—
James Veatch and family.
PHONE 4-0-1
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
son, Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen awl girls and Mrs. Nora Copelen spent Sunday at Columbus
park.
Cooper
Mr. and Mrs. Allen
And Tire Company
SurRlay visltorc of Mr an()
1205 Commercial Ave., were
Mrs Herman Elliott
..1•=1•1111•1=1,

1 For your Ice Box
On This New 10.4 Cu. ft.

CITY ELECTRIC

MODEL SR-849

SELF-D-FROSTER
Small Down Payment

NAME YOUR
I
r

2 Years To Pay

$97•9"VALUE - only $9:3995

STAIN!

GS?
)u'd
full
21
(In
tofor

OR

and
OLD
ICE BOX

When Sis spills ink on her dress or _Dad gets
grease on his white shirt, let us _wash _them!
Fabric-saving methods.
Phone 14

- PARISIAN

Furniture Company

LAUNDRY — CI,EANERS
—PHONE 14—

319 Walnut St.
..••••

Phone 905

Fulton, Ky.

I

Anne, the members of the 1950
in Mayfield.
— ed arrthe
conchfsion '15f ' the
class and faculty of Fulton High
.Following the meeting a social games.
d'Alessio
By
School.
hour was enjoyed.
Membersi playing were: ?AgesThe enjoyable affair was held
'dames Bradford, R. C. Pickerh.g,
Interests
on the lawn and a delicious supGARDEN DEPARTMENT
V. L. Freemen, Abe Jolly, A. G.
served.
per Was
Afterwards
CLOSES YEAR AT
Baldridge, Guy Gingles and Ben
singing was enjoyed.
FRIDAY MEETING
Evans.
Seniori attending were: Mary
The Garden Department of the I
HOME N. f
—+—
SOCIETY
CLUBS
—+—
Ann Brady, Frances Brown, BetFulton Woman's Club had its I MRS. SUNDWICK
ty Lou Bushart, Sue Easley, Jo
Elizabeth Witty, Editor
last meeting of the year Friday at TO PRESENT A
Ann Ellis, Joyce Fields, Ann Fuz.% Phone 926
RECITAL MAY 28
the Club home.
zle, Patsy Green, Betty Sue HanMrs. Jess Fields, chairman, pre- I
cock, Rebeccic-Hardin, 'Ann McMrs. David Sundwick will presided over the business session
was celebrated.
MRS. SCRUGGS
Dade, Sue
McMillin, Milderd
COMPLIMENTS
after which the afternoon was sent her voice and violin pupils
A letter was read by the presi- !Ann
Murphy, Joan
Nelms,
in a recital Sunday
afternoon,
dent in regard to the annual Le- Amelia Parrish,
SATURDAY CLUB
spent informally.'
.
Nelle Speight,
gion Auxiliary Convention to be Carmen Pigue,
There was no program and May 28 at 3 o'clock at the Fulton
Dorothy Toon,
Woman's
Saturday
Club. The pudic is inThe members of the
held in Louisville, July 17-18 and Janice Wheeler, Belle Whitesell,
garden tour had been planned
night bridge club and two visit- 19. Delegates to the Convention Linda Wilkins,
but had to be canceled-due to the vited.
Betty
Stie
WillWilliams
and Miss will be elected at the June meetors, Mrs. J. E.
rainy weather so'a social hour I
iams, Bonnie Yates.
Mayme Bennett, were entertain- ing.
was enjoyed.
Miss Paula DeMyer, who has
Jerry Atkins, Sidney
Bard,
Scruggs
her
at
ed by Mrs. J. C.
A report
Mrs. Ernest Fall, Sr., read an been a patient in Jones Hospital,
was given of the Charles Ray Brown, Bob CrockStreet.
Carr
home on
spring district
meeting
which er, Dean Crutchfield, Jerry Neal
interesting report by the recent has been dismissed and is doing
Games of contract were enjoy- was held in Fulton in May. It was
flower show at Murray which was I nicely at her home on the MayForrest, Ted
Goodwin,
Billy
ed during the evening. Mrs. A. G. noted that the Fulton Auxiliary
enjoyed by all present.
field Highway.
Gregory, James Hibbs, Billy Holawarded
Baldridge was
high had more new members for 1950
Hostesses for the afternoon
Mrs. Howard
land, Billy Mbtt Jones, Torn McAdams and
score prize for the members and than any other Auxiliary in the
were Mesdames Daisy Terry, daughter of Memphis are visiting
Knight Charles Shupe, Thomas
Mrs. Williams won high for the district.
John Henson, Ray Graham, W. C. her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
Sublette, Jack Thorpe and Miss
viistors.
A vote of congratulations was Latta.
Graham, Vester Freeman, Will Smith on Jackson Street.
Light refreshments were serv- given Mrs .Rawls on her election
McDade and Horace Woefle. ReMrs. R. H. Wade is visiting Mrs.
Members of the faculty who
ed at the close of the games. •
as district president for the com- attended were: Mr. and Mrs. W.
freshments of delicious punch and Horace Owen in Paducah.
Jo'
Members present were: Mes- ing year. The meeting
sr
•
adjourned L. Holland, Hubelt_Jaco, Mr. and
cake was served the guest.
.0.0•E—‹Ko
— dames Baldridge, Ann Whitnel, with the retirment
_ of the colors. Mrs. Ed Phipps, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Bennett, Jr., Guy Gingles,
Marshall
Cochran,
Mr.
and
MRS.
Mrs.
STILLEY
Hugh Pigue and Elizabeth Payne.
W. H. Hogg and little daughter, "I invited your office bookkeeper too, Dear—just so there'll!
LADIES AID
HOSTESS TO
Miss Mary Royster. Mr. and Mrs.
MEETS MONDAY
be somebody who's SURE to laugh at your inke"
BRIDGE CLUB
LEGION AUXILIARY
Trevor Whayne, Mrs.. Ted Bush,
AT LOCAL CHURCH
NIS-1661
HAS SUPPER MEETING
Mrs. Rupert Stilley was host,.
Mrs. Elbert Johns, Mrs. M. W. The meeting was called to or- ton. He is now employed
as clerk to
ON MONDAY EVENING
The Ladies Aid of the Cumber- Haws and Miss
the Thursday afternoon bridg•
der by the chairman, Mrs. Ster- in the Fulton postoffice.
Friday - Saturday
Lois Mobley.
land Presbyterian
Church met
"lay 26-27
Others present were: Mrs. Roy ling Bennett, who presided over
After a short wedding trip the club at her home in Highhinds.
The members of American Le- Monday afternoon
at the church Latta, Miss Grace Hill,
Mrs. Dudley Meacham and Mr
gion Auxiliary enjoyed a pot luck
Mrs. Wal- a short business session. The roll couple will be at home on East
with Mrs. A. B. Thacker and Mrs. ter Hill and
Frank Brady were visitors to til,
BIG DOUBLE HIT
Mrs.
Beulah
supper Monday night at 6:30 at Claud
S. was called and the minutes of the Jackson Street in Clinton.
Linton hostesses.
previous meeting were read by
Bumette.
the
They plan to move to Fulton clue Legion
Cabin. Hostesses
Mrs. E. Reub opened the meetMrs. Mel Simons was high
Seniors invited but unable to the secretary, Mrs. J. U. McKen- in the near future to
were: Mrs. Ann
Whitnel
and ing with the devotional. Her
make their scorer for
sub- attend were: Patsy Hall,
the afternoon.
home.
Mrs. Wallace Ashby.
Alice .dree
,,k *
,
ject was "The Lost Sheep." She Coleman,
The hostess served a delicious
with
Manley reviewed a book
Jerry Johnson, Jessie
The meeting opened with the also read
song, "The Ninty Walker and James
tile
dessert
course at the close of the
on stewardship by Helen Wallace, EASTERN
Tom Conway - Steve Brodie
Worley.
presentation of colors
followed, and Nine" and told of
STAR ENJOYS
its origin.
games.
'Stewaftlship
—PLUS_
Among Women." DELICIOUS
by prayer by the Chaplain, Mrs. Sentence
POT LUCK
prayer followed the deShe was assisted by Mrs. Lewis
Allen Austin. The secretary call- votional.
SUPPER TUESDAY NIGHT
EDDIE
GLAD GIRLS
DEAN
MRS.
MEACHA
M
D. Ferrell who read the Scripture
ed the roll and the minutes were
—in_
Mrs. John
Bowers presided CLASS MEETS
preceding each chapter.
The Order of the Eastern Star HOSTESS TO
p-ad and approved.
over the business meeting in the MONDAY NIGHT
TUESDAY CLUB
i The meeting was dismissed by Fulton Chapter 41 enjoyed
Mrs. Mozelle Rawls, president, absence
a
of the president, Mrs. J.
The Glad Girls Sunday School • Miss Nelle Marie Mooneytom.
pot luck supper at the Masonic
aopointed a
committee for the 11. Lawrence.
Mrs. Clanton
Meacham a.
The regular routine Class of the First Baptist
The hostesses, Mrs. Manley and Hall.
Church
nominating of officers. Members
hostess to
Tuesday
afterno.,
ith he. tomse •Copper"
1
business session was
held and met Monday night at the home of Mrs. Edward Pugh served
Thirty-five members enjoyed bridge club
of the committee were: Miss Virdeliat the home of Mrs.
plans were
completed for the Mrs. H. L. MilStead on West
the delicious supper after which
ginia Holman,,A s Ann Whitnel
State cious strawberry shortcake
to
L.
0.
Bradford on Third Street.
Sun. - Mon. - Tues.
rummage sale to be held Satur- Line with Mr. Max
and Mrs. Allen ustin. Chief topMcKnight twenty three members, one new the regular business session was
One guest, Mrs. Ann Whitnel
May 28-29-30
day, May 27 back of
Robinson and Mrs. Fred
member, Mrs. Ernest Smith and held in the Lodge room.
Carden
ic for discussion were plans for
cowas
included
.
in the two tables of
two visitors, Mrs. Hubert Adams
It was announced that Fulton members.
Pyppy Day!which will be Satur- Grocery. Mrs. H. A. Coulter dis- hostesses:
Mrs.
Bradford was high
Raw, ruggord drama!
missed the meeting with prayer.
A short devotional and busi- and Mrs. Tillman Adams.
Chapter was
:lay, May 27. Mrs. Rawls announinvited to attend scorer for the afternoon.
ness meeting was
Friendship night 'Friday, May 26
ced thr Cub Scouts Would assist
held
after
RANDOLPH
Light
refreshme
nts were ser.MISS ANNE LATTA
which the group made rag dolls LOUISE PRICE
the Auxiliary members in
the ENTERTA
WEDS
WITH
INS
for
the
church
• ORVIN 3100RE IN
nursery.
drive. Mrs. Austin and John AusThe hostesses served delicious HICKMAN SATURDAY
tin made a miniature of "Fland- ' BARBECUIE MONDAY
. A....4
refreshme
nts
fa)(70115A-Cf/aVOLOR.
of punch and
ers Field" which will be used in ; Mr. and Mrs. Gilson
a •
”C ru4
Latta were sandwich
Miss
Louise Zuiden Price,
this drive.
plate to fifteen mernhosts to a barbecue
Monday ben,
DOROTHY
....
. fORKST . IRANK . WW1
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. S. L.
Mrs. C. B. Hastings drew the :evening #t their
WOW
TUCKER f Aril N IAACAADY
home in Water
OW NI 14.4.4 • Iff Cam • 1o... Pawn • MO 0 Wixom
..Members present were: Ales- Price of Clinton, Ky., became the
door prize and one May birthday ' Valley,
honoring their &tighter,
Combin
4.4
-5'..'
ing
II,imp• Coop 41(44,.I Woo
.0,
Beauty
and
:
bride
Perfor
of
Orvin
mance
dames
Moore
D.
of
Fry,
Chars Greene,
AscotT WM PIODUCTION
Fulton,
...I Cy COW. NULL, • .4.4.4.4*AM XX WM.
!Saturday
,
Richard Myatt, Lewis
May
20
with
For
Low Cost Summer Enjoyment
Judge
Bizzle,
Porter Twigg, Neal Clinard. New- ;Homer Roberts officiating.
The
only
ton Ruddle,
attendant
s
were
Avery
Mr.
Hancock,
Wed.- Thurs.
Lowell Williams, Larry Latham. and Mrs. John Beck, sister and
.Mrsy 31 - June 1
Virginia Furlong, Carl Hastings brother-in-law of the bride.
It's New — It's Funny
Mrs. Moore attended Ceufr'al
and Miss Sarah Collins.
Including Motor
;High School in Clinton and for
JOAN DAVIS
SEE
US
BEFORE
YOU BUY! WE WILL NOT
, the past few years has been ema.
BAPTIST CIRCLE
BE
UNDERSOLD ON THE SAME QUALITY!
ployed by Famous Barr DepartENJOYS MEETING
ment Store•in St. Louis.
WITH MRS. MANLEY "
40% Chlordane, $3.95 per gal (50-gal drum)
Mr. Moc4e" attended the UniThe Lottie Moon Circle of the
versity of Tennessee and Bethel
I First Baptist Church met MonCollege in McKenzie, Tenn. He
'day night in the home of Mrs. J.
60% Toxaphene, $3.65 per gal (54-gal drum)
Main Street
ninon, Kentucky
was formerly
principal of the
B. Manley on Smith Street.
v. ith
lelementary school of South
Fuli
Andy Devine
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FOR WOMEN

THESE WOMEN!

arm
am re
P

oRpHEu,m

I CHEATED THE LAW

WESTWARD TRAIL
a

be
he
thi

rh

Dear
Wil
I has
birth(
right

Dear
No,
send
a gift.

Dear
I a:
have
for a
want.
Dear
-

You

be thi
get th
ber of

Dear I
I an
you tr
and
Scout

Dear I
Yes,
Boy SI

Dear I

I air

want
me to
happy.
as you

Dear A
No, 1
you tc

Scarf
ToNevad
an'

FOR SUMMER COMFORT
24" WINDOW FAN

FARMER:

.
FORRESTER SHOE SHOP

THE TRAVELING
SALESWOMAN

We have a complete line of SPRAY MATERIALS for garden insects ... such as ROTENONE, dust, SABEDILLA dust, CUPROCIDE,
DDT and ARSENATE OF LEAD.
For CATTIT.E SPRAY we have 25''
- Lindane
and Meihaxychlor.
*
We also have a full line of 2-4-D, 2-4-5-T,90%
T. C. A. grass killer.
We have tank sprayers for every farm need;
also garden dusters.
*

*

*

Outside white HOUSE PAINT, gal.

$4.65

White Creosote paint, gal.

$3.00

Standard barn paint, gal.

$2.75

Aluminum paint, gal.

$3.75

Linseed oil, gal.

$2.50

Turpentine, gal.

$1.05
*

*

*

Try our OPEN FORMULA FEEDS! Read on

*

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
402 Main St.

FiiIt,,n

A Big Shipment Of C-0-0- L

SUMMER DRESSES
95
6" 7

AT THRIFTY; DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES:

895

95
10

•BEMBERGS • VOILES •TISSUE GINGHAMS
• WAFFLE PIQUES •CHAMBRAYS •LINENS
•WASH SILKS

•SIZES 9 TO 52

Come early and get your choice from the finest and
largest stock of dresses we have ever had at these

the tag, what's in the bag.
*

JUST RECEIVED!

Phone 399

amazing low prices.

KASNOW'S DEPT. STORE
448 LAKE STREET

Tlw

II
43,

the
desG. Bin

preapils
oon,
1ton
in-

has
iital,
oing
Layand
iting
. J.
Mrs.

664

shots, that after putting
she their rendition of these
songs. , and. a senior,
strolled off the green with the
conducted
the i Frida
In the home economics
y; May 26,1950 — The Fulton News
liag-pole while at least ten playstyle band's last number
with an the
— Page 7
ers screamed from the hill to re- show with Amelia Parrish acting poise
of
a
veteran. May his fuas narrator, the girls
place the
modeled ture be
(Ed's note: This well-known
dag-gu
pound,
mmed
fourtee
thing.
n
ounce
in
the field of music.
columnist of the News, will
baby boy
be found as regularly as space
(player's name withheld by re- garrrwmts of all kinds including
born May 20 at the Fulton Hoe- Wall in Cayce.
All and all, it was a
her who desire. She does NOT permits, and all may write to
aprons,
Mrs. Dalton
successful pital.
winter
quest) . . Cordelia Fields, who beach robes,
McWherter of
answer
letters
except
evenin
throug
g and the program was one
h
the columns of this newspaper. Addres
I Memphis spent the weekend with
lives just across Sara Johnson's dre3es, sumuier dresses, play
s Patricia I,atane, c-o
7
Mr.
such
rhe Ne vs, Fulton, Kentucky.)
and
as to make one think on the
Mrs. Eugene Hoodseon
formals. The manner an
n-,! her daughter, Mrs. Lonnie Roper
pet road oat at the Country Chib
Pyle, Fulton, announce the birth and
wif.ch
these
garments .were need for keeping this
school of
was out oh Ladies
family and attended decoratDay
and modOed
an eight pound nine ounce
strong and able to give the
Dear Patricia:
would
be
ion Sunday. strung
whethe
best
r
she played or not in Una lot, but you show him you want
compeJoseph
1
to
Edward
our
,
born at 1:20 a. m.
children who are our fuWill I get a watch from the boy
known to the reporter . . . she tition a larger show any old day.lt
Mrs.
to marry him too bad.
Hitchcock and Ii.tie
May 20 at Jones Hospital.
ure. citizens.
I have been writing to for
a
and Montez Baird followed more
daughter, Dee Ann, of Karr& ik,
birthday present. Please answer
As
the
membe
iixperi
rs
in the Junior !
enced 'players around . . ..
In., are, spending this week with
Dear Patricia:
right back and let me know.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. RoE-rt
selections!
Will I get fired from my job or nieir effect on the "more experi- Band played several
toe
audien
ce
J. E. will the investigation
was
enced
aware
players
Graham in Highlands.
" is questionable.
of the
come out
Dear J. E.:
fact
that
Marcha
ll
Golf
Cothra
is
a fever, let no one kid
Mrs. Elizabeth Snow is a );in, band
NEW
No, you will not, but he will okay.
yoU . . . Eethel McDaniel's maid director believes in preparing for
Miss Estelle Slaughter of tient in Barnes Hospital in St.
B. R.
send you a pair of ear screws for
the
future
as
this
didn't
band
show
can hold
up Tuesday, so Ethel
Memphis
Dear B. R.: •
attended Decoration Louis.
ARRIVALS
a gift.
its own with any second band,
Day in Fulton Sunday.
You will win. It will come cod played awhile, went home fed
Miss Helen
Maddox of Na h!anywh
ere
.
..
and
her
when
younge
st.
the
dkrling .. . then
first
okay, hut be careful in the fuMr. and Mrs. .I. E. Hutcherson vine is spending her
DEPARTMENT
vadat•in
band
gave
out
Dear Patricia:
114
brough
first
t
few
the
little
bars
one out to the
ture as you will have some narhave returned from a three weeks with her mother, Mrs. E. G. WV'
impressive
I am a girl 18- years old and row escapes.
club to watch the rest of the play I of the
Thunder
visit
to
Mt.
Holly,
dox
on
New
Cedar
Street.
Jersey,
have given my name downtown
. . Martha Roberts brought her I March by Weber, one could feel
New York and other points of inMrs. W. M. Cowell will let ire
to1 terest.
for a job. Will I get the "job I Dear Patrici
little granddaughter out for that the pride the audience felt as they
a:
the last of the week for a v.iit
gave their undivided attention to
want.
delicio
us
lunch
Mr.
.
.
and
.
Doroth
Mrs. W. M. Ingrum,
y EdI hear that my husband isn't
Mr. and Mrs.
Moore Joyner with relatives in Kansas..
wards packed in her lunch-box the -music. Our hats are off to Clinton, Route 1 announce
M. T. true to me. Can you tell me?
the have returned
,
from a vacation
Dear M. T.•
the most heavenly orange balls of our band director who has -made birth of a four
pound, eight trip to Eastern Kentuc
J. W. W.
Criticism, as it was first
such remarkable
ky
and
- You wilt4et a job, but it won't Dear J. W. W.:
some sort,. . , like biting
progress with ounce baby girl born May 21 at
into
toted by Aristotle, was meant ;‘s
Virginia.
those youngsters since he
be the one you want. You will
marmal
the
ade
Fulton
with
has
Hospita
pecans
l,
and
Yes, he is true to you. No one
well.- been director.
Joe B. Wall, who has been at- a standard of judging
, other goodies ....
get the job you want in Septem- wants him but you. Why
I Mr. and Mrs. K. P. Dalton
Johnson.
do wo, Jr.,
Ted Goodwin', the Drum Major
The day was replete with fun
ber of this year.
announce the birth of an eight tending school in Goodman, Miss,
men listen to everyone else. You
is visiting his mother, Mrs. Joe
Need Printing? Call 470!
know people_ talk sometime just and a minimum of casualties .. .
to cause ill feelings. So in the the • only one on record that of
Dear Patricia:
Elva Fall . . . Elva is getting
I am a boy 12 years old. I want future, don't believe
artlything
you to tell me will my mother you hear. Wait and see for your- ! back on the course after a ten
! year absence and hitting those
and daddy let me go to the Boy self.
balls with the wallop she intends,
Scout camp.
P. L.
just blistered her hands all over
R. K.
. . . Elva says that ten years ago
Dear R. K.:
ladies in
shorts on the
Yes, you will get to go to the Ladies Day—
golf
course, or anywhere for that matBoy Scout camp.
(Continued Wm Page 1)
ter, was unheard of • • •
AT A&P's FAMOUS EVERY-DAY LOW
Police guard shoulii be placed a
PRICES
Per heaven's sake ... why and
Dear Patricia:
good distance away
fram her how did they play.
We conduct a thorough
I- am in love with a bey and I shots
on Ladies Day she bangFRESH
want you to tell me will 'he ask ed one cross the creek,
16-0Z.
training program that is
comfortme to marry him. Would we be ably on the hill yet when she Mary-Nelle—
JAR I
designed to help our emhappy. Please answer this as soon went to
drive
THANK YOU BRAND
again, some
(Continued from page One)
(r) No. 2 99c
as you can.
blankety - blankety - so - and - mixed chorus entertained
ployees do a heifer job
the
KIEFFER HALVES
Ls CANS &I
A. M. son male player had picked up crowd with several selecti
ons
Dear A. M.:
for
you.
her brand new ball . . . .
from musical
comedi
No. 2
es.
The
No. the boy isn't going to ask
There was the new player who group
directed by Mrs.
Lois
you to marry him. He likes you became so absorb
'
CAN
ed with
her Haws displayed great talent in ,
This trai.....„
DELICIOUS

Patricia Latane

Town Topics

HOLIDAY FOODS

Customers'
Corner

lie

S.

4)
491'

has three principal aims:

Arother Of Our Famous Special Purchases!

courtesy,eff;-• ---•
accuracy.

190

HEINZ PICKLES
PEARS
CHERRIES RPEITTSEPUR
(IRCUS PEANUTS
STUFFED OLIVES
SALAD DRESSING
B C RITZ CRACKERS
BEVERAGES CYLKBON

CANDY
SULTANA

CELLOJ1
IB
HA
G
AR
41/2-0Z.

ANN

DRESSE

Is this rest....

tile

kind of service • in your store?

If not, please write:

98
Including A
Feu' Front
Our Regular
Stocks!

TREET or PREM

IONA

LUNCHEON MEAT

PORK & BEANS

12-0Z

New York 17, N.Y.

sit MOURS
3/
1
4-0Z.

19'

CAN

%tom' Rs
CORNED BEEF
HASH

t .1 -

31

fi

omq14(..

Ha)

VIENNA
SAUSAGE
4-0Z.

FRESH

.1I'mito SIZE

CORNED BEEF

QT.

BOX

CALIFORNIA
360 SIZE

LEMONS
READY - TO - EAT HAMS
FRYERS
SMOKED PICNICS
TURKEYS
CANNED HAMS
WHITE LAYER CAKE
ANGEL FOOD RING
SANDWICH BUNS ORR:
OFRLI KFURTEgs
POTATO (HIPS

LB.

DRESSED

(
I:RI'LT
TRAY PACKED

AVG.
FULL DRESSED
14 TO 20-LB. AVG.

vitettetemeaseepoittomapiitiliomaifilikkilaiiii
WOODBURY'S
FACIAL SOAP

2

BATH
SIZE

I,B.

AVG.

EACH

VANILLA

23'

1.1111,01000thmtimetwintaihiliiiimativtionoitmiltotili
BLU WHITE
FLAKES

HIGH ROCK

VANITY FAIR

BEVERAGES

FACIAL TISSUE

2

SWEETHEART
SOAP

B"OTS

25'

PERK

BARS 29e

DOG FOOD
9 1-LR.
Ca CANS Le

SIZE

30,

SHORTENING

(AN

BOX

R&P Food Store

PKG. 9fi

e2 LB.

OF 8
1-LB.59

OPEN MONDAY, MAY 29th UNTIL 6 P. M.

OLD DUTCH
CLEANSER

4

EACH
PKG.

CLOSED ALL DAY MEMORIAL DAY

•

CANS

EACH

JANE PARKER

BARS 230
B

s") 14-0Z.

LB.

1,8.

SIZE

\ 43"

CAN

15'
35c
35t
2LBs' 29c
23'
55!
La:-550
45'
49'
6.5,9
49'
49c
16c
EACH

ICED
LARGE

12-0Z.

Ir1,14. Pan

LB

RIPE -

6 3-4-LB.

1W

CAN

69"

LOAF

4 TO 8 LB.

ARMOURS

FULTON

2 LB.

SUNNYFIELD SHANK
PORTION

ARMOURS

SS

CHED-O-BIT

WINESAP

35c

16-0Z.

434 LAKE STREET

BANANAS
PINEAPPLE
STRAWBERRIES IRO1:::N
1
A ppiEs
WESTERN

CAN

REG.

21'

AMERICAN CHEESE
FOOD

GOLDEN

DEVILED HAM

4
i

No. 2
,Cd CANS

39'

CAN

TAMALES

THE LEADER STORE

BOX
r2 24-0Z. 95
e
HOTS. 4

MX Food Stores
420 Lexington Avenue

ARMOURS

You've never seen a
greater selection ...
more desirable fabrics for summer
wear. Bembergs,
cords, rayon butchers, broadcloth,
chambrays, flock-dot
voiles. Some with
boleros. Sizes 9 to
15, 10 to 20, 38 to 44,
161
/
2 to 241
/
2.

QT.
JAR
1-LB.

Customer Relations Department,

CAN

NOW . . . hurry in to get
yours, while they last!
USUALLY $5.98, $6.98, and
SOME WERE $7.98, $8.98
Hurry.
.... while sizes, colors
designs are plentiful.

PAGE

21
27
29'
43
29

85c

PKG.

20,

PkG
OF 40

1 SWIFTS MEATS
FOR BABIES
STRAINED, can
()ICED, can

20c
29c

30'

MEXI CORN
NIBLETS
I2-07,.
cie
CANS LPU •

2

CAMAY

IVORY

TOILET '40AP

-NIBLETS

SOAP

GOLDEN WHOLE GRAIN
CORN
9 12-0Z.
Li CANS

BATH
3Ic

400

BUTTER
COOKIES
sl PREME

SIZE

(
BAR 10

NIZ(.:

BAP

124

270
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PUBLIC HEALTH
(
TOPICS

may nullify all the various safety
measures which have been employed to safeguard the milk until it reaches him.

McCONNELL

Bowling Green, said the "estabon
principles
lishment of the
which this suit is based would
jeopardize efficient operations in
both agriculture and business."
The Bureau's action was provoked, Allen said, by a suit filed
by the Anti-Trust Division of the
Department of Justice last fall,
asking that the food chain be
broken into seven pieces and demanufacturing
its
prived of
facilities and national buying offices.
The resolution said:
Bureau
"The Kentucky Farm
goes on record as opposing this
suit as an attempt to impose on
the nation an economic and political philosophy which would endanger our democratic system of
free enterprise."
Copies of the resolution were
sent to Kentucky
congressinen
who were
asked to "concern
themselves with this situation and
to take whatever steps are proper to clarify our anti-trust laws
and to agsure farmers and businessmen of their right to operate
in an efficient manner
without
government interference."
Other organizations over
the
country which have taken a stand
in opposition to the suit include
the American Farm Bureau Federation and the Kentucky Press
Kentucky farmers have assail- Association.
ed the anti-trust suit against the
Great Atlantic &
Pacific Tea
Marketing hogs at 225 pounds
Company as a danger to the na- instead of 250 pounds is a cut of
tion's system of free enterprise.
10% in pork tonnage, but about
A resolution adopted by
the 20% in amount of lard produced.
board of directors of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation at
its 1950 annual President's meet- Accurate ....
ing in Louisville
declared the
WORKMANSHIP
suit to dissolve the food chain
....At Low Cost
was "contrary to the original inWatches, Clocks a n d Time
tent stf the anti-trust laws." The
organization
represents 62,000 Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
Repaired at Low Cost by—
farm families in the state.
The resolution, made public by
ANDREWS
the office of State Farm Bureau
Jewelry
Company
President Lewis F. Allen,
of

Mrs.
night with her mother,
Mary Cook.
La
Lionel
Mrs.
Mr. and
Louis,
Flamme and son of St.
Missouri, spent Sunday with Mrs.
La Flamme's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Welch.
the
Donald Joe Welch spent
week-end with Sandy Vowell of
Martin.
whooping
cases of
Several
cough and measles are reported
in this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan Ferguson
spent the week-end in Knoxville,
Tenn.
The friends of Mrs. Addie Mathews will be pleased to learn that
she is recuperating nicely from
her recent' operation. Mrs. Matthews is still a patient of
the
Haws Hospital, Fulton.
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Welch were: Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Hastings, Mrs. Effie Sharpe
of Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Damron of Martin.
Misses Alvaleen,
Sylvadeen
and Myra Ann Moss spent
the
weekend with Miss Ann Caldwell,

Preaching will be held at the
Milk-borne diseases are on the Church of Christ Sunday morncom- ing at 11:00 a. m., and
Sunday
decline due to concerted
munity efforts to keep the milk evening at 8:00 p. m. with Bro.
Leonard officiating.
supply safe. Pasteurization—the Newman
most effective single measure for Mid-Week Services are held on
insuring safe milk—has become each Thursday evening, beginnwidespread throughout our state. ing at 7:30. The public has a cordSince the major proportion of ial invitation to attend any and
all milk-borne diseases has been all of these services.
Preaching will be held at the
shown to be the results of unpasteurized milk, this is an im- Baptist Church Sunday with Bro.
portant advance. Many conununi- Sanders of Paris, Tennessee offities require pasteurization oft all "ciating. The public is invited to
market milk. However, there are attend this service.
We wish to congratulate Mr.
localities where pasteurization is
not required. In those areas and. and Mrs. R. H. Moss, Jr., on the
in rural homes people can safe- birth of a baby daughter, born
guard their health and insure a Friday night.
Mrs. Thad Parrish and son,
safe milk supply by heat treatThursday
James Larry, spent
ing their raw milk.
the
treatments lilts
Heat
disgerms of such milk-borne
This Is
eases as typhoid fever, dysentary,
fever.
undulant
Paper
Your
and
diphtheria
Heat treatment, or home pasteurization, is a simple and inexpensive procedure. For the best
methods to use in •heat treating
the
milk in the home, consult
Fulton County Health Unit
Herds of healthy dairy cows
By William R. Nelson
are also of basic importance to
the maintenance of a safe milk
PUBLICITY
chairman of •
supply. Cooperation of dairy
prominent civic group rushes
farmers in Kentucky is necessary breathlessly into the newspaper
for the control of diseases com- office, her face a picture of worry.
municable from cattle to men,
"I hope you will forgive my besuch as bovine tuberculosis and ing late with our news, but I simply
brucellosis, or Banes disease, the forgot what day this is," she ba•
rinse of undulant fever.
gan. "1 just have to get this anIn addition to the responsibility nouncement Into the paper."
In a metroc the farmer, the consumer, too,
responsibilities for
pontan newsDeadline
his certain
paper office
is
the maintenance of a safe Milk
nothing could
s•pply. By demanding and using
Deadline
be done to help
-only pasteurized milk and by caring properly for the milk after it her Peadline is deadline there. But,
hns been purchased, he can help in the home town paper offize it
T.irtect his own health and that is sometimes difficult to be so rigid
about deadlines. In the hypothetical
of his Pamily.
Instance cited, let us assume an
If a cunstuner is careless, he
exception is made. Here is what
would probably happen.
The breathless chairman would go
her way much relieved. Although
received after deadline time, her
organization's news will be in the
paper, as usual.
At the newspaper, however, the
chairman's tardiness has precipitated a chain reaction of upset
schedules that will affect virtually
every member of the staff.
An editor will have to handle another news story. One or more items
already in type will have to be
shortened to make room for the
late story. Type alre,dy set will
have to be discarded and more •
set. Page dummies will have to be
altered. Lockup of page forms will
be delayed. Printing and distribution will be off schedule.
This probably
Cause
exag gerated
exampl•
of
of
Inconvenience what happens
when someone
imposes late news upon the paper,
Is duplicated, even more disruptingly, whenever an advertiser fails
Co get copy to the paper on time.
As long as humans are prone to
Baked fresh every day - - - for
forget, have accidents, or otherreal enjoyment M. yam noonln, wise be delayed in performing duties, it will probably be necessary
for in-between snacks. See oar
for stores and newspapers to occafine selection - - - Just taste
sionally accept such impositions.
But these disruptions of necessary
their goodnms!
schedules will be materially reduced, no doubt, when people fully
realize what inconvenience their
tardiness causes.
Whenever you have news or advertising for the paper, get it in
BAKERY
well ahead of the deadline. You
207 Commercial
Fatten
will get better service, and have
the satisfaction of knoiv,ng that you
did not impose upon the newspaPHONE 126
per's people.
11111WWNERWRINIMINIMINNeleitele

'A Little Late'
Means Trouble

A

DINNER ROLLS

KENTUCKY FARMERS
ASSAIL A&P SUIT

METAL

CLEMENTS ISSUES
DAIRY MONTH EDICT

Owen Richards, Chicago, Illinois, his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
Manager of the American Dairy Thompson and Mrs. Ida Pegram.
Association will speak. A special
feature of the luncheon will be
pie, five feet- in
an ice cream
diameter, that will have to be cut
with a cross-cut saw. From 300 to
400 persons are expected to attend the event Wednesday with
representatives from all sections
of Kentucky present.
If SOME REMY CW9/

The campaign for June Dairy
Month was officially opened on
May 25, when Governor Earle C.
Clements issued a Proclamation
proclaiming the month of June
as "June Dairy Month."
In the Proclamation the GovPEBSONA.LS
the
year
ernor stated: "Each
month of June is designated as a
Mrs. M. C. Cooke, Jr., of Duquperiod in which the health and ion, Ill., spent the weekend with
and Mk. C. C. McCollum and attendvalues of milk
economic
dairy products may be emphasiz- ed decoration in Fulton Sunday.
ed, because June is the month
Harry Campbell of Martin,
bounty is most Tenn., visited friends in Fulton
when Nature's
dairy herds Sunday.
abundant and our
best
achieve their greatest and
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson
production; and I urge that each
and children, Gertrude and John
person. as well as civic, business
M. of Paducah spent Sunday with
associations cooperate in its observance by showing appreciation
and increased
interest in milk
and dairy products which are so
vital to the well-being of all."
Next Wednesday at 11:30 a. m.,
in Louisville,
Kentucky there
will be a big kick-off meeting
featuring a milking
coptest inwhich Governor Clernerrfs, Commissioner of Agriculture Harry F.
Walters, and Mayor Charles
P.
Myatt Johnson
Farnsley will be the contestants.
FISH
MARKET
Following the contests a lunchTELEPHONE 839
eon will be held at the Seelbach
Hotel where the Governor and
•

MR.FRIENDLY
eSatr:
WILL TURN H TRICK
ITS E/75Y 70 GET
RHO SI/RPRIS/N6LY QUICK

H E RE'S T H E
PLACE TO
COME WHEN
YOU NEED
MONEY IN A
HURRY! Come in
today and have us
explain how easy it
is to arrange a lowcost, personal loan.

lit
ft
0
d(
wi
P(

FISH
FRESH DAILY

Itteito)11
None 125.2
Sit Walnut Street
-Fulton's FRIENDLY Users Semite"

For the week-end and holiday
order your case of Coke now
...be prepared for
refreshment and hospitality

• Custom made t oyour size
* PERMANENT; won't rust,
won't corrode.
• For any home or business
installation; win d,o v s
doors, porches, etc.
* ANY COLOR desired.

CraeZ

.

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Ark ler it entArr way
. bolt: tr.de.',,erkj
mean ilse senor thing.

-Coke"

$1.°
24 Bettie CaseDecrier
Plus Deposit—At Your

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.

Fulton, Ky.
Cato Coto Coensanv

C 195c

e it out Beyon4.the BOULEVARDS
SPRING FEVER? NOM ./ ne mew-Foiling roes — • Suitt SUPER
ConverhIlle *Nth that brilliant neer power Want, the Fireballing F-263.

UNDERWOOD

Before you buy any Rate

That's where the real fun is.

COME IN AND LET US GIVE YOU A COMPLETE

Where the land stretches free to the beckOning horizon, where the air is clear of city
smoke and the highway's fumes, where a man
and his family can really enjoy the pleasure a
car can give.
"But the roads," you say, "— aren't they
pretty rough?"

Of THE FAMOUS

T

hey don't have to be paved to be pleasant.
Not to a Buick owner.

You will live with your
new range a long time
—Co ere suggest you
shop and compare. See
the Tappan! There's a
wealth of conveniences
to make your kitchen
hours ea,ier more enjoyable. Femme"
for itc beauty, your new Tappan
will be the env, of yoar friends.

For 11'!re you've a car gifted with the special
gentleness of soft coil springing all around. A
car s).e.ady- keeled with a massive frame and
rigid torque-tube.
A car ihut quicksteps silkily over washboards
and rutty gravel,gives wavy black-top a fluent
buoyancy that dresses each mile in rest and
relaxation.

COME IN—
NO ORLICATION
—OF COURSE

Even

RANGES PRICED FROM - - - $119.00

your mighty power plant — cradled

against vibration and filtering its surge through
Dynaflow Drive's* liquid cushioning if you
like — even this is part of the picture.

yond them. Thai price it. We're sure where
you'll spend the summer—has ing the time of
your life in a Buick!

A part of the special feel of riding in a Buick
—a feel we do not think is equaled anywhere
else on the highway.

Only!BUICK has

As close as your
But why just go by that?
SPECIAL, a SUPER or ,a

Buick dealer there's a
ROADM ASTER that's itching to tell its own
story — without any obligation on your part.
Go try it — over the boulevards and out he.
*.Standard an ROADMASIta, options) at extra root on Sri's!,and
SPircrAL readers.

Drat/low—

and with It goose

HIGHER-COMPRESSION Fireball valre-in-head power in three
engines.(New F-263 engine in SUPER rriode/r) • NEW-PATTERN
STYLING, with MULTI-GUARD forefront, toper-through lenders,
"double bubble" taillights • WIDE-ANGLE VISIBILITY, clos•-up
reed rine both forward and back • TRAFFIC-HANDY SIZE, less
over-all length for easier parking and garaging, short turning
radius • EXTRA-WIDE SEATS cradled between the axles • SOFT
BUICK RIDE,from all-roil springing, Safety-Ride rims, low pressure
tires, ride-steadying torque-tub. • WIDE ARRAY OF MODELS
with Body by Fisher.

POUR-WA

FOREFRONT
This rugged front end
III sets the style note,
121 saves on repair costs
— vertical bars ore
IndividvaPyreplaceable,
(31 ovoids 'locking
horns," 141 makes pork.
ing and garaging easier,

WHATEVER YOUR PRICE RANCE

WeRria

Your Key to Greater V oh*

Two In HENRY I. TAYLOR, MC Netweri, ewe Monday went,*

te'

AIMEE Gr,S CUIPANY
OF FULTON
Box 37

Fulton,Ky.

Phone 960

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224 - 228 Fourth Street
11/141111 SETTER AUTOMOBILES Al! ITUILT @IBM WILL RUSID THEM
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Louis ware
guests or Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Boulton one day this
Mrs. C. E. Williams
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Kingston a
Mr. and Mrs. Will D. Cruce of
Alberquerque, New Mexico, Mrs.
Chicago spent the weekend with
Radie Kingston and, Mrs. Clara
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Williams attended services at Mt.
Cruce. His brother,homas, acPleasant Sunday:
companied them home for a few
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ural Cupples of i
Memphis spent the weekend with
Miss Frances Patton of HamI
Mr. and
shire; Tenn., is the-house guest
Mrs. C. E. Williams.
They all spent Saturday at
of Mrs. Clarence Vickery.
Kline's Lake fishing.
Mrs. Charley Hays and daughter, Mrs. Jim Mosely of Kansas
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon atCity, Mo., and Mrs. Haley Neely
tended the show in Fulton Sur,of Hornbeak spent Tuesday with
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Hall.
Billy Parrish, Windall Coffman
Mr. and Mrs. Cornell Hailey
and Jimmie Clement spent
For radio listeners and for Stn. spent Sunday with C. C. Council.
day, Saturday and Sunday _rit dents of mythical "Ivy
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Duce of St.
Kline's Lake fishing. •
night becomesColeg."Wdnsay the bye. Louis spent Sunday
night with
Mr. and Mrs. Doll Phillips are Best night of the week when Acad- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lowe.
•
emy Award winner Ronald Colman
driving a new Ford.
•
Mr.
and Mrs. Bud Stem attendmoves his "The Halls of Ivy"
About three months ago some- broadcasts to a new, Wednesday ed church and decoration
at Puone left a poor little ugly dog in night (8:00 p.m., EDT) spot on blic Wells near Martin
Sunday.
front of the home of Mr. and Mrs. NBC, starting May 10th. In the
Quite a large crowd attended
0. P. Yates. Had they known the i highly successful comedy show, singing at Johnsons Grove Sundog was so smart maybe they I ,which premiered in January of this day night and enjoyed some good
;pear,
and Mrs. Colman co.
would have kept him for last wk. I it titColman
311eAe president "Dr. Wm. singing by the Friendly Five
isntc:2
Polly (the dog) brought tn Mr.
all" and his unpre- quartete.
Yates' billfold he had lost and Msbaj
vhis.
"•rar-^ al acamedY-sitar
hadn't missed. A few weeks ago _
Mississippi Plantation Life:
if you remember the dog brought
in a purse belonging to
The Writings Of
Mrs. noon.
GOOD 1.4105 ARID
Jesse Johns. We are wondering if
William Ward
and
Robert
WWI) affouceo to
Mattie Dear
the dog has been taught the trick. Irvan went to the lake fishing
MP COW*. %vat.*
1.1.10,80ofr NANDI!
Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Kingston Sunday.
Be thou faithful until
death
left for their home in New MexMr. and Mrs. Billy Parrish and
I
will
give
thee a crown of
ico Monday after visiting
Mrs. visited Mrs. BowIlh in Fulton
life.-This morning I'm feeling fine
Radie Kingston and other rela- Sunday afternoon.
thanks
the
Lord.
tives here.
Mr. and Mrs. George Gardner,
Greater love hath no man than and the honoree
Bettie Ridgeway and Sue Step, I. M. Jones. We
PIER
this,
CE
that
STAT
a
man
ION
lay
hens attended the show in Fulton
down his life wish for you ninny more happy
for
his
friends
.
(John
Sunday afternoon.
15:13). The birthdays.
Wyatt Hall preached at Tt.-ely Lord is
;
so good to me. He takes
Mr. and Mrs:Fred Nabors, Mr. Sunday at 11
o'clock at
the care of me and
He is worthy of lb••••••••••••••••••
and Mrs. Ural Cupples, Mrs. Church of Christ. He and his
•••RHO
fam- being praised. My
Aline Williams and Kara Will- ily had dinner
sister, Polly
with Mr. and Mis. Dear, of ChiCafg
o is here with me
iams visited Mr. and Mrs. Carlie Charles Ruble.
and I am sure glad to have her. I
Kindred awhile Sunday afterMr. and Mrs. Lee Batts of St. am thinkin
g of going back with
her.
Let me tell you one thing. :f a
mall person go to Chicago to live
By Alice Coleman
they grow so large.
My sister
when she went up there she was
Mrs. M. M. Matlock is in the
-mall but now she weighs 260.
Fulton Hospital.
You know thats to large for
me J. W. martin, Master Mechan
ic,
fur that cause I can't make Ch,..ago my home. I'm large enough
.
I am doing fine here but 1 just
want -to see other parts or God's
world. We are having some fine
weather now. Everything looks
CORN- BEANS - GRASaS - FERTILIZER so nice and I have chopped
out
my cotton the first time and now
I
am
choppi
We are authorized agents for the
ng some for my boss
man, Billy Butler.
Mr. P. W. Smith is vet
TRYCO CROP SPRAYER
on
amends. I went to no place SunWe have All Kinds of Spray Chemicals
day for service but I went to
visit
tne sick and that was of
Our prices are right!
God's
command. That old lady is ph
ful. I dreamed of Hun last
night.
SOYBEANS: MeCoupin, 5-100, Ogden, ArICsoys, Black Tarheel
I I thought that we was so
lovely
and N'irginia Broens.
I together. At . times his
death
I
comes down on me so hard until
HYBRID SEED CORN: Edward J. Funk and Sons, Funk's G
I
rear
gives
up
but
and Broadbent hybrids.
a voice comes
to me and say,"Be of good
cheer,
God is in the plan," and 1
THE EZEE-FI.OW LIME & FERTILIZER SPREADER is the
hitighten up and goes on.-beet we ever have seen. It is GUARANTEED to spread ANY
I am and old woman on Octokind, ANY amount, in ANY condition. Phone 651 for A FREE
DEMONSTRATION ON YOUR FARM, NOW!
ber 4. I will be 66 years old.,

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS

Roundhouse
Round Up

See Us Before You Buy
OUR PRICE IS RIGHT

.eolv

We Sell

When will the war close,
When man sees man just a
man;
And not his skin or color,
Justice be given to every man;
Just as you would a brother.

Authorized dealers for

SURGE MILKERS

Installed and In operation
In three hours.

HANNA'S PAINTS
See us for your farm and
home needs. Good stocks.

MT. ZION NEWS

.411 Kinds Of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
—including

SEMI - SOLID "E"
Emulsion for chickens
KAFF-A
For starting and growing calves
SEMI - SOLID EMULSION
For growing and finishing pigs
mg!.
•

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can sweeten it with molasses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
We have a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

For 10
Days Only

Friday, May 26, 1950=The Fulton News —

SPECIAL
Introductory
Offer!

Mrs. W. E. McMorries
Rev. and Mrs. Roy Shephard
were Sunday dinner
guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Ervin Stephens.
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Underw
ood
and children visited Mr. and
Mrs.
Vaughan and Betty Jo Sunday
.
Mrs. George
Gardner visited
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gray
Saturday.
Fo acquaint our customers,
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron McGoug
h
old and new, with the
and boys visited Mr. and
Mrs.
BEAUTY and WEAR of
Guy Brown Sunday.
Mrs. Bennie Clifton visited
Mr.
SHALEEN'S NEW
and Mrs. Buford Guilt a
few days
last week. Mrs. Guilt is
sick with
DREAM STOCKING
measles.
, Mr. and Mrs. Winfre
d McMor60 Gauge, 15 Denier
ries and Eugene visited Mr.
and This stocking regularly priced
Mrs. L. A. Tuck for awhile
Sun- at $2.25 a pair. For ONE
day afternoon.
I Rev. and
Mrs. L. E. Moore WEEK, MAY 22-27, we offer
I visited Mr. and Mrs. Guy Brown this stocking at the special
awhile Sunday afternoon.
price of
Mr. and Mrs. George Gardner
surprised I. M. Jones
with a
birthday supper
Monday night
The guest list included: Mr. and
3 Pairs, 4.75
iMrs. Frank Hodges, Mr. and We.
Bill Gray, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Fry,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Neely, Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Long, Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Jones, MISS Lily E. Allen, 220
Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.
Mrs. Joe Fly, John Emerson, Mrs.
I. M. Jones, Mrs. Effie Speight,

I

FRY'S SHOE STORE 1

Page 9

Galvanized
Roofing

PERSONALS
Henry Knight who has been the
guest of his niece, Mrs. Charlotte
Smith and J. E. Melton left Mon_ 1
day for Hot Springs Ark., for a
visit before returning to his home
in Barger, Texas.
Mrs. Louis Bizzle and little
daughter, Judy, spent the weekend with her father, Walter Lester in Arlington, Ky.
Mrs. K. Homra and Miss AmalHomra have returned from a
trip to Miami and other points of
interest in Florida. They were
accompanied home by Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Intindola.

CORRUGATED: tR.25
29 gauge
per square

TYLE - LYKE, 28-6AUGE
DRAIN CHANNEL
$8.
75
ROOFING
per square
GET YOURS... while it is available in
all lengths

M
- E
. - -FrA"IP !V
LUMBER COMPANY
EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYT6,'
101 WALNUT ST PHONE St

You Are Always Welcome
At Ford's Liquor Store
The Largest Stock In Western Kentucky
We want you to drop in to see us anytime you are in town
BLENDED
Seagram 7 Calvert Reserve
Schenley
Sunny Brook
Bond & Lillard
Three Feathers
Four Roses
Beam's 93
Hill & Hill

WHISKEY
King Black Label
Bourbon DeLuxe
P. M. DeLuxe
Old Thompson
Cream of Kentucky
Golden Wedding
Three Feathers V.S.R.
Paul Jones
Sir John Schenley.

BONDED WHISKEY

1.65Pair

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

and family in the death of his
mother.
C. Brittain is on his vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Newton are
vacationing in Detroit.
W. R. Rucker is on his vacation.
Jessie Fields is on his yacation.
Sympathy is extended to Mr.
E. F. Hart is on his vacation.
Clarence Stunson is in Haws ,
Hospital recovering from pneumonia.
H. H. Hamilton is in Haws
Hospital recovering from an operation.
Aaron Morris is getting along.
nicely after being dismissed from
the I. C. Hospital in Chicago.
Wayne Rhodes is vacationing in
Chicago, Ill.
Carl Nelson, Timechecker, was
in Fulton checking time keepers
Tuesday.
Congratulations
to Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Hoodenpyle on the
birth of a son born May 20 at 1:33.
p. m. at Jones Clinic. He has been
named Joseph Edward.

Old Taylor
Old Crow
Yellowstone
I. W. Harper
Old Fitzgerald
Ky. Tavern
James E. Pepper
Old Poindexter

Brown-Kaiser
Bonds Mill
Mellow Bond
Old Grand Dad
Bonds Mill (8 yrs.)
Old Forester
Overholt Rye
Bonded Beam
GINS

Seagram
Gordon's
Schenley
Calvert

Kinsey
Gilbey's
Fleishmann's
Walkers

WINES (All Wines Ice Cold)
Men to—Gallo--Roma
Garrets VA-Dare
Italian Swiss Colony Burgundy Muscatel
Bardenheir's Port Sherry Muscatel, Claret
Gibson's Golden Pheasant Sherry Muscatel
Petri Sherry Muscatel
Pftdre Port Sherry Muscatel
Champagne, Domestic

STRAIGHT BOURBON
Ancient Age
Lem Motlow's Private Stock
Early Times, 5 yrs. 90 pr.
Brown Kaiser, 7 yrs. 90 pr.
Walker's DeLuxe, 6 yrs. 86 pr.
Old Charter, 6 yrs. 86 pr.
01,1 Joe
Jim Beam
Glenmore, 90 pr.
Cascade
Jaili Daniels
Bourbon Dew
SCOTCH
Johnny Walker Red
Johnny Walker Black
Black and White
Old Angus
White Horse
Haig & Haig
Teachers Highland
Vat 68
Cream
CANADIAN
Seagram V. 0.
Canadian Club

Harwood&

LIQUERS
Dubochett (Blackberry-Apricot)
Security (Peach and Apricot)
Southern Comfort
RUM
Carioca
Ron Merito

Don Lila
Bacardi

swum=
Lem Motlows Peach VSO Brandy
DeKuyper Blackberry 14iiis illotiows Apple
DeKuyper Peach
Mr David Peach
Melba Apple
Loretto Peach

Li
qu
or
st
or
e
FORD'S
P. C. Ford
0. W. McPherson
J. EL (Happy) Hogan
redly Yates
Lake Street Extension (Near the viaduct) Opposite Standa
r* Cl

mu.

FREE PARKIIsiG
it day or night

SENSATIONAL FREE OFFER!

num PARItin
'
day tor night

For 10
Days Only

With Every Two or More Winter Garments Cleaned and Presse
d At The Regular Price

The 0. K. Laundry & Sanitone Cleaners
Will Moth-Proof and Seal Them In A Moth Proof Bag

ABSOLUTELY FREE! CALL 130 TODAY: OR BRINGotTatt TO OUR

Waterfield Says No for Senate.
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Governor, Yes11950.

will spend
the
weekend
in
attend the
and
The Golden Text is: "If Ciod be Indianapolis
for us, who can be against us?" races.
(Rom. 8:31)
Among the citations
Which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following from the
Bible:
"For the weapons of our wftrfare are not carnal, but -mighty
; through God to the pulling down
of strong holds." (II Cor. 10:4)

State Representative Harry Lee Leonard W. Preston, Glasgow - ' candidate.
Waterfield based his refusal to
Waterfield will not run against
Preston said at Glasgow he was
belief
Governor Earle C Clements fat not a candidate "at this time." run for the Senate on the
the'Llemocratic nomination for U. He added he had been unable to that such ability as he was would
for be better devoted to State Govcalled
attend a meeting
.S. senator this year.
ernment in Kentucky.
But he appears willing to run Louisville yesterday to consider
It was suggested, however, at
posand
withdrawal
Waterfield's
year.
next
Governor
for
anti-Clements
the time of the
The fact regarding this year sible replacement. So far as could meeting here that two prime pro-and the conclusion drawn about be learned such a meeting had blems faced any candidate who
next year were taken from a not been held. Waterfield was re- could be expected to defeat or
statement The Fulton News re- ported o4 his way here. however. even give the Governor a close
PERSONALS
Arnold, a business associate of
ceived from- 'Waterfield at his
of
was that
Mrs. Olene Mcpaniel and Leon Value throughout—and easy to own—
former Senator A. B. Chandler, race. One of these
home in Clinton.
campaign
raising an adequate
Fields were dinner guests Sunday liberal trade-in, easy terms. See it now.
Waterfield's refusal to run for said at Lexington that he was fund of, say $150,000 or $200,000
night of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth $ models— $124.95 — Si79.95.
the &mate leaves the Governor's "more interested in the principles and the other was of building an
Watts in Union City.
BENNETT L'I-ECTRIC
foes without a candidate. Wheth- of good government than indivi- organization which could hope to
1117 Main
Mr. and Mrs. John Covington
Fulton
er they can get one in the race dual candidates." He added, when meet on equal terms the organistatement,
before the June 10 filing dead- told of Waterfield's
Governor.
supporting
the
zation
posthat he "would consider the
line remains a problem.
Critizes Clements
sibility of running" himself.
Preston Says'Not Yet'
In saying "No" to the Senate
Waterfield was chosen as the
State Senator J. C. Coldiron,
he "best Candidate" to oppose Cle- Waterfield wrote in part:
Hazard, at one time said
"It is well known among those
group
would run if no one else would. ments by a 42-member
who have complimented me by
Coldiron could not he reached at which met at the Seelbach Hotel
proffers of support that- in no Hewn-flaking barley crop (left) had full feed of nitrogen, phosphate and
Hazard yesterday. Others men- last month. The statement Water.
potash: plot on right was unfertilized.
possible candidates field issued yesterday was an way have I aspired to become a
tioned as
candidate for the Senate. ,
were Joe Arnold, Versaille; at answer to the request made by
UILDING
soil
fertility
is the key crop yields on More level fields.
rt
"I have felt that such talents
becomes a
torney, and State Representative this group that he
to soil conservation, declared This reduces the need for growing
as I may be thought to possess "
Prof. Emil Truog, chairman of the clean cultivated row crops on slop;
would better be devoted at -this soils department of the University ing fields, where soil erosion takes
time to efforts in, the field of of Wisconsin.
a heavy toll.
State Government in Kentucky,
"5—By improving our soil fertil"Keeping our soils high in minwhere there is much to be desired eral nutrients works six ways to ity, we make it possible to grow
by the way of
reassertion of conserve our soils and protect them more crops on fewer acres, thus
releasing more land for forestry,
democracy and
return to con. from erosion," he declared:
"I—High soil fertility produces a wildlife and recreation.
stitutional procedure of Govern"6—Increased crop yields from
ment, rather than the National heavier plant growth that protects
soils of higher fertility increases
soil from washing and blowing.
Government."
•
"2—Heavier plant growth uses the farmer's income. This, in turn,
Depot Street
"Buck Bushart"
Fulton
more water from the land. This al- provides the farmer with money
ENON NEWS
lows the soil to absorb more rain- for installing terraces, grass water\••••••k.
NW.
fall, thereby reducing soil and wa- ways, gulley control and other conMrs. Alfred Vaughan
servation practices.
ter losses caused by runoff.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
"3—Fertile soil is in better phys"With such a progi am we not
and Mrs. H. B. Stewart, Jerry ical shape to take in water from only save our soils but give strong
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S TRADITIONS
rainfak.
and Larry were: Mr. and Mrs.
Thus more is stored up for aid to the conservation of other resources—forests, wilelife and pegRobert Vaughan and Carol of De- crops and less runs off.
"4—Higher soil fertility increases ple," he corn:hided.
troit, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Vaughan of Clinton, Mr. and Mrs. Felixi
Vaughan, Donna and Bobbie, Mr. Mrs. Hillman Collier and children
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
and Mrs. Alfred Vaughan, DeRasmus
"Ancient and Modern
Necro'prig newain and Garry. After , visited Mr. and Mrs.
mancy, Alias Mesmetrism and
a delicious pot luck dinner each Bowers in Rives Sunday after!Hypnotism,
Denounced." is the
one attended decoration at Bethel noon.
'
I Sara Don Henry of Hickman is subject of the , Lesson-Sermon
cemetery.
which will be read in all ChristMr. and Mrs. Robert Vaughan I visiting her grandmother, Mrs.
ian Science churches throughout
and Carol of Detroit are spending , Bertha Nugent and David this
Other models from
the world on Sunday, May 28.
a few days with relatives
week.
and
friends in and around Fulton and
Mesdames Ethel Browder, Ber- 1111111111P'
Fulgham.
tha Nugent and Mr. and Mrs.
Reed Gardner of St. Lauis has Frank Stroud attended decoration
been spending a few days with at Oakwood cemetery near Oakhis father, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie ton Sunday afternoon.
Butter Conditioner is
Gardner.
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson
rowboats, with their tight-ratcheted
Yes, and beer is o
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Howell and
NI
hand
family
of
Paducah
visited
tows, have long been a sign of prosMr. and Mrs. Hurbert
Stores 24 lbs. of frozen food!
Howell his parents Sunday and attended
tradition in Kentucky, tool
of
perity on the river. Lifeblood
spent Sunday afternoon with
Nadi
decoration
at
Fulton
cemetm.y.
`111111111b.
growing continent, these navigable Like towboats, BEER BELONGS in
,Mrs. Alice Walker. Mrs. Walker
14 sq. ft. of stainless•steel shelves!
Gus Browder received a telestreams with which Kentucky is so Kentucky. As mellow as the deep
is on the sick list
gram
Tuesday
that
his
cousin,
richly endowed, have carried their throated steamboat whistle across
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Bizzle and
General Motor and
Spacious Hi•Humidity Drawer!
share of heavily loaded tows — a the water, beer has always been a
children spent Sunday with Mr. Mrs. George Beeler of Chickasha,
Body
Repair
Work
Okla.,
was
badly
burned
by
a
vigorous part of Kentucky's tradi- favorite with Kentuckians—for beer
and Mrs. Dewey Johnson. Mr.
Calialoss outside, porcelain inside!
and Mrs. 0. D. Clark visited the gas stove explosion and passed
MOM. 111 8
tional commerce.
is the beverage of moderation.
away
shortly
afterwards.
Sne
Johnsons and Mrs. Lou
Hicks visited in the home of Mr.
and
Copyright 7950, Kermit+,Divisios, U. S. Brewers Foundarioe
during the afternoon.
Mrs. Gus Browder this spring.
3923 Heyb
wilding
•
ter/A.114, Kolefvciy
Mr. and
Mrs. Jim
Gardner
Mrs. Regina McAlister
and
spent Sunday afternoon with Mr.
daughter spent the weekend with Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
and Mrs.-Wade Scott.
—2 STORESMrs. Nina Murchison
PHONES: 1655, 1528
spent her aunt, Mrs. Richard Mobley
217 Main Street
324 Walnut Street
Sunday afternoon -with her sis- and Mr. Mobley and attended
church Sunday.
ter, Mrs. Ronald Elliott.
LOOK TO HOTPOINT FOR THE FINEST—FIRST
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Cook tat
Cuba spent Saturday night with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0, D.
Cook.
The Sunday guests of. Mr. and
Mrs. N. F. Wilkerson and children_ were. Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Gardner, Mr. and Mrs. Dale Sills
and children.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Cook, Jr.,
had supper with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. 0. D. Cook, Sr.
'
4Q111biaismeas.
01111111111an

Building,Up Fertility is Key to Soil
Conservation and Protection from Erosion

-

a

ICED -. WINES

WHISKEY
RUM
GIN
LIQUERS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

Sensational New Low Price! Genuine 1950

8 Cubic-Foot
Refrigerator
279"

189"

Towboats on the River

USED PARTS
USED CARS

WILSON'S GARAGE

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

Leader

We of America's Leading Dealer Organization invite you to

Drive home the
facts!

PALESTINE
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts attended decoration at Salem and
Bethel cemeteries near Fulgham
Sunday.
Mrs. Carlene Stokes and children visited Mr. and Mrs. Berry
Stokes in Paducah Sunday.
Rupert Browder was able to
attend church Sunday after teing confined at his home for some
time. Members were glad to welcome him back.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Bowers and

+ Gleaming white plastic hardware, chrome-trimmed'
+ Large, smooth-sliding storage drawer!
+ Rigid, e.velded one-piece body; porcelain-enamel finish inside and out!
+ No-stain oven vent!
+ Full-width door and drawer!
+ Master-sized oven for capacity! 16" wide, 15" high, 20" deep
with oven door closed!
4- Rounded ball oven corners . . . non-tip, non-oxidizing.
bright-finish shelves ... automatic, hydraulic oven thermostat ... broiler meter and shelf guide.
▪ Oven heavily insulated on all 6 sides.
+ Automatic pre-hest!

See This Range On Display On Our Floor

$20 down, $230 O.

If your "FM"-set isn't working right, I can fix it for you
now.

Drive home this facts
FIRST ... and Finest ... fe
THRILLS AND THRIFT

Drive home this fact?
FIRST ... and Finest ... for
ALL-ROUND SAFETY
AT LOWEST COST

FREE pick-up and delivery
-where in the immediate
.'ton vicinity.

"HAM'S"

fULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.

RADIO CENTER
M. E. (Ilam) Ethridge
Phone 455
1,1111,m

e;

Drive home this fact?
FIRST ... and Finest ... for
STYLING AND COMFORT
AT LOWEST COST

•
I have a complete line of batteries for portable sets. Get
your new opes in time for that
fishing trip, picnic baseball
broadcast or weekend trip.

(F1 1.1. PRI(E, ONLY $189;95)

Phone I

41t*,,TORS.'

RADIO
Repairing

• Acid-resistant, one-piece cooking top!

208 Lake Street

Bennett Electric

Drive home this fact!
FIRST ... and Finest ... for
DRIVING AND RIDING EASE
AT LOWEST COST

Chevrolet handles better...
Chevrolet rides bette,
Come in! Sit in the driver's seat of Chevrolet for '50
and drive home the facts of its greater value in yo'1
own way and at your own pace! Convince yoursen
that this sensational new Chevrolet leads in all-round
action as it leads in all-round appearance!
Drive it—and experience a combination of Valvein-Head power, get-away and economy that makes
it America's best buy for performance! Drive it—and
revel in handling sase and riding ease that make ,t
America's best buy for comfort! Drive it—and enjoy
five-fold motoring protection that makes it America's
best buy for safety!
Again this year, more people are buying Chevrolets
than any other make of car. And the reason is—more
value. Come, test this car; drive home the facts for
yourself; and you'll drive home in a new Chevrolet'

AO
Come in ... drive a Chevrolet .. and you'll know v
AMERICA'S BEST SELLER
AMERICA'e RFST

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 LAKE STREET

PHONE 38

209-2
S

"Z*2
50
in
the

this time the average soil temand breeding trouble.
perature was about 65 degrees.
Plenty of high quality pasture,
Fields were in good shape, and a
hay and silage is likely to make
good 20 percent of the corn was
the difference between a prosperalready in, according to the comous farmer and the other fellow
pany.
Although good dairymen
are
Homemaker and Farm News
At the week's end skies cleared, improving their
hay-making opJUNE IS DAIRY MONTH
making a bid for warmer, dryer erations, the
average hay fed to
weather.
cows leaves much to be desired.
June is the month that all segThe following are average soil Hay crops must
ments of the Dairy Industry cobe cut at
temperatures for this
week per stage and so cured the pro- ordinate their efforts in
as
promotto
pregathered
representative serve most of
from
their feedipg value. ing the sale of milk and milk
points throughout. the Corn Belt: The effects of
\kik.1114.0///
using better variet- products. This is the season of the
Monmouth, Ill.
54 ies and of thelipplication
of lime year that production reaches its
Crawfordsville, Ind.
53 and fertilizer can be lost
Chicago, Ill. (Special) — Cold
in cur- peak, creating a temporary surHumboldt, Iowa
47 ing.
plus, which is necessary in order
-winds and rain througnout ittua
Oelwein, Iowa
47. A
study of the common hay- to have sufficient quantity for
of
the
Corn
Belt
last
week
lowerRedwoo
Falls,
d
Minn.
42 making
with
•\
the fall and winter months. It is,
practice
ed soil temperatures as much as
Fremont, Nebr.
50 1945 revealed s in Wisconsin in alsoi.the time of year
at least
that dairy
that more than half
20 degrees, and kept farmers out
North Platte, Nebr.
48 of the original
feeding value of products are the most palatable.
of their fields, according to crop
500%
Deshler, Ohio
54 the crop
was lost before it reach- On a cost per pound basis comobservers of the DeKalb Hybrid
Interest
ed the cow. This probably com- pared with other foods, dairy proCorn Company.
ducts are one of the best buys for
pares very closely with
The big drop of 20 degrees ocKenthe family budget.
tucky conditions.
TN CAN'T LOSE WIEN
curred at the beginning of last
Every
TIN ISE FM LEAF
consumer should use
week at Oelwein, Iowa. Other
The causes and amounts of
Your investment
areas reported drops in soil temthese losses were listed as fol- dairy products daily in sufficient
returned the first
amounts to assure proper nutriyear through inperatures averaging 10 degrees.
lows:
Ladino clover pays off however Cutting
tion.
d land valDairying is the second
Farmers around Redwood Falls,
110 days too late 15% loss
ue—and Four Leaf
largest source of farm income in
PHOS
Minnesota ,probably received the you use it. The feed value of a Bleaching in sun (ay. 17
TE lasts for years.
Kentucky and has the potentialiFinely powdered, the disinteworst weather break of any with ton of Ladino is worth twice as
hours)
5 %loss ties of becoming
grated FOUR LEAF POWDERED
the largest. Milk
; 10 continuous days of 'rain. .On much as a ton of average quality Dew and rain
ROCK PHOSPHATE is available
10%
loss
is
the most nearly perfect food
; the whole, crop observers report grass hay. This statement was Shattered leaves
in the natural form, for first and
25%
loss
known
made
by R. F. Fuelleman, pasture Excessi
early year benefits.
and the industry deserves
, that planting in the'Corn Belt is
ve sweating in the
faremes
the support of every citizen in
specialist in the Illinois College
two to three weeks late.
barn
5%
loss
of
our
Agricult
Commonwealth.
ure.
After dropping from the pre-11
The agronomist-says if you figvious week's high of 58 degrees,
AUSTIN & AUSTIN
.60%
ure
red
FaRM SURPLUSES
clover-t
imothy hay at $20
average temperatures in the Corn
Improved methods and equipSEED COMPANY
a ton, the feed value of a ton of ments
The
Belt
May 10 Crop Outlook Rearea
remaine
d
around
are
being
50
developed, but
'.'aver, Ky.
Phone 17
degrees far most of last week. Ladino will be worth at least $40. with or without them we must port has Washington and farmers
I
Its
'value
pasture
would be even observe these rules:
worried. This report was the most
DeKalb reports that last year at
higher. Many people who have
Cut early for highest feeding pessimistic in several years, and
had poor stands of- alfalfa be- value.
The peak in total disgest- heavy rains and floods since May
cause of poor
di ainage
have ible nutrients is obtained
in lefound that Ladino does very well. gumes
when the crop is 1-10 to
No other pasture plant combines 1-3
in bloom and, in grasses, bethe yield, feed value, and palfore
atability of Ladino. You can use tein blooming. The highest pro—See—
and
content
is
Ladino clover for hay, pasture, reached carotene
earlier.
T.
H.
"Tom
seed, silage, or green manure in
" Cowden
Avoid bleaching and shattering
Phone 1597 Union (its, Tenn
orchards. It has a high carrying of
leaves. Rake into small windcapacity when pastured, and liverows as soon as the exposed
stock and poultry like it. It's a
plants wilt. Turn windrows to
good source of vitamin
A and increase circulation of air.
calcium. Best of all, it runs from
Cure
20 to 24 percent protein from before to safe moisture content
storing. If hay is to be fulJune to mid-September. That's
ly*cured in the field, the moisture
content must be reduced to not
more than 24%; reduction to 20%
preferable. At this point all but
Dr. H. W.Connaughton is
the heavy butt ends of the stems
will be fairly brittle
when a
Veterinary Service
handful is twisted.
Low grade
hay is often the
Phone 807-R
cause of pneumonia, digestive
or Call 70
DEALERS in FULTON, CAYCE, HICKMAN AND
troubles, night blindness, general
RIVES, TENN. (PHONE 2411)
unthriftiness and death in. calGraduate Veterinarian
—OR BUY DIRECT FROM—
ves; and in older cattle such hay
1.0c.ited on Martin-Fulton
may bring about lack of thrift
Route 1, Fulton, Ky.
Highway.
(Middle Road) Phone 1093-.1
usually high, 'especially for the
hot summer months.

This is they way to keep 'em

RIGHT CUTTING IS
PROPER FOR MAY

Down On The Farm

2

IC

RAIN DELAYS MUCH
CORN BELT PLANTING

Friday, May 26,1950 — The Fulton News —

1 have caused serious damages becomMg
merges.
that are-not reflected in this report. CCC stock piles of farm
Phone 479 Per Job Printing
commodity surpluses are rapidly

FARMERS GARDENERS
For BEST Results

USE a5Ti6aCc4late5

KY. CERTIFIED SEED

CORN U.
YELLOW

FHA LOANS

II I

fin 6ti tutu'
It's Fume-Proof
New Sun-Proof House
Paint produces film of unusual whiteness. Smoke
or gasrs will not discolor

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

00

Per
Bushel

I

eet

Paints — Glass — Wall Rappers
210 CHURCH STREET

PHONE 909

•

!RIGIDAIRE

Charles E. Wright

Lc

Insecticides
Fungicides

ROTENONE 75 For Bean Beetles
BARMOLD For Tobacco Blue Mold And Tomato Blight
SOLD BY YOUR DEALER

LADINO CLOVER IS
GOOD MONEYMAKER

;CI

Page It

Master Model Refrigerators for 1950
lieirrodzepoosexeuzerwow/

Only FRIGIDAIRE
gives you all
these features,.
• New fult-lennth food
comportmont in larger
odais

to

• All-akintimon, rustproof, adjustobl•
shelves
• New, deeper, allporcolaits Mack-up
Hydrators
• Exclusiwo DoubleEasy Ortickube Tray.s
• New half-shelf and
swing dews shelf
• New, oil- porc &air
Mehi-Parpos• Tray
• New. all-parcalaiis
Moot Troy

New
moothn

• More lorg• *pact, for
big Renew
• More twil -bout., space
• Large feed freezing
apace
• Famous. economic.'
Meter-fame mechanism

SEE PROOF! YOU CAN'T MATCH
A FRIGIDAIRE!

0),060-t;"64
51..d FLUID
ONLY ON DODGE
?Alia'TRUCKS
- and

1 -ton

Come in
today!

models

uldaltilitiftuaudzi31311511*- TRUCKS
wilted wilt*IowaFulton, Ky.

choice is America's No.1 Refrigerator.
FRIGIDAIREI

.4

Aliihc
9.2 cu. ft. Model Shows

269.75
also in 7.6 and 11 Cu. h.
Master Models

litho

ro.RE

for 1C'51:1

vigit

Graham Furniture Co.

ATKINS MOTOR COMPANY
209-211 Fourth Street

Wherever you live—whatever the
size of your family, kitchen or budget
—be sure to see the new Frigidaire
Refrigerators for 1950. See the complete line of sizes from 4 to 17 cu. ft.
—see all the reasons why your No. 1

Come
tfie Facts

Telephone 622

30.? Walnut Street

Phone 185
••••••••-••

I should have one of the best rec- 1 Mr. and Mn. HarVy1 Boas Of 1 Mrs. V. L. Freeman has, re.
FOR SALE: Perfection kerosene Ham EtheridaePaducah visited her sister, Miss I turned from a visit with relatives
I ords in the league for 1950.
water heater . and .30 . gallon
at- I .
I Perhaps you
to Mary Royster Sunday and
(continued from page one)
would like
tank. In good condition. $1240.
I in Forrest City, Ark.
Toby tended Decoration..
Beautiful peonies yet blooming.
G. C. Richardson. 911 Vine St., second base. Toby was taken to know a little more about
Coffman
Come to the Elwyn
Phone 1141-W.
the Fulton Hospital where he is Fisher. Toby's home is Fort Gibresting fairly well and pulling son, Oklahoma. He is 21 years ot
farm on East State Line. TeleLEGAL
and
for the Railroaders with all he's age, height 6 feet, 1 inch
phone Dukedom Exchange.
COMMONWEALTH OF
weighs 190 pounds. He started his
--• BUY-SELL-hIRE--RENT
got.
Mayfield
Spinet,
KENTUCKY DBPARTMENT
new
PIANOS, brandThe second visit of the trouble- Kitty career with the
with an economical classified
last year but was reOF HIGHWAYS NOTICE
any finish,, $465.00; these are
some old man to the Fulton club Clothiers
ad in this column, read each
TO CONTRACTORS
regular $600, pianos with full
occured Tuesday night at Paths_ leased after an injury. He joined
week throughout the Fulton
first
used
keyboards. Guaranteed
Sealed bids will be received by onvtlle when their brilliant young the Railroaders about the
trade area. No other method I
delivof June and saw service in the
Free
up.
$95.00
a
4,•
Pivoosi
suffered
Erickson,
at
Ed
Highways
shortsop,
of
little.
Department
so
the
reaches so many for
EdWards, on 6th its office, Frankfort, Kentucky broken leg, ails& on a slide into latter part of the 1949 season.
ery. Harry
First Insertion 3e per word
game
every
played
had
CourtToby
Street (in front of the
until 10:00 A. M. CENTRAL second base. Eiddie is now in a
(minimum, 50c)
house), Paducah, Ky.
but we with the Railroaders in the 1950
hospital
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME on Madisonville
2e
/
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
his season until his injury.
learn
to
at
unable
been
1950,
have
June,
of
day
9th
the
per word.
Sometimes we speak too soon.
FOR RENT: Floor sander, edger which time bids will be publicly condition. It appears now that
Fulton Paint & opened and read for the improve- both of the boys will be out of One of the writers in the circuit
`polisher.
and
you
help
to
glad
We will be
Glass Company, 210 Church ment of:
the Fulton lineup for the rest of wrote about how the Fulton fans
.prepare your ad at our office;
909.
Phone
Street,
season and everyone is aware could be disappointed in a certain
the
money.
the
with
in
it
mail
or
FULTON COUNTY, F 146: SP of the fact the Fulton club will heavy hitting first baseman. Just
All classified ads are cash in
38-127 State Line Street in Ful- be badly crippled by their ab- four columns to the right, there
advance.
two
ton,, beginning near West Street sence. If you have ever been to was an article telling of
. Veterinary Service
and extending to Lake Street, a the hospital for any period of home runs in one game the predisfor Fulton and adjacent counties, distance of 0.439 miles. Drainage, time, you know how long the vious night by the same
ONLY $4.85
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps in- at Evans Drug Company, phone Widening and Bituminous Sur- hours can be for those boys. Why appointing first baseman. Ned, if
have
we'll
disappointment,
that's
stalled. Parks Drilling Co. 304 95.
facing.
not drop the bCys a card to let
per gallon
Paschall Street. Martin High.44...se ft
The special provisions for high- them know we miss them in the some more please.
Earl
...
knew
once
we
Fellows
way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.
Dr. E. B. Cherry,
way projects financed with Fed- lineup as well as around town.
hours
, Registered Veterinarian;
Fisher, Browne, former Oiler chief, is
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONO- 9:30 a. m. to 5-.30 p. m., or by ap- eral Aid Highways Funds apply Toby's address: Toby
Room 209, Fulton Hospital, Ful- now manager of the Denver club
on the foregoing projects.
RECORDS: Latest pointment.
GRAPH
'(Western A)... Bill Adair, 1949
prospective ton, Ky. For Eddie: Ed Erickson,
The attention of
pop-tunes, hillbilly, classics, or
BlueOiler chief, is managing
bidders is called to the prequalifi- Hopkins County Hospital, Madis- field (Appalachian D) . . . . Bill
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
cation requirements and neces- onville, Ky.
playing. Sport Center. 324 WalEnos, jovial manager of the 1949
.....
Credit for the ,first one-hitter
of
sity for securing certificate
nut, Fulton, Ky.
Mayfield Clothiers, now.manager
eligibility, the'special provisions in the 1950 Kitty season goes to
BARGAINS!
of Baxley-Hazlehurst team( Geotell
MAYTAG • WASHERS, standard
will
"MonMartin•Senour's
covering subletting or assigning none other than Charlie Tate of
gia State D).
you this is news-big news! arch" Outside White House
and automatic models, $124.95 FOR SALE:
the Fulton pitching staff. "Satch,the
the
and
Departcdntract
Paint and Monarch Under$50.
The very finest, top-quality
and up. Sales and service. Motor bike
ment's regulation wbich prohibits el" whizzed the old pill around
Bennett Electric, Phone 201, , Cash register
coat are the quality standards
$50. the issuance of
house paint money can buy
prosposals after the Oilers last Saturday
night
Fulton, Ky.
ofthe industry-unsurpassed
-now yours at rock-bottom
Complete dark room equip4:30 P. M. on the day preceding and held them hitless until the
Barry Adams, small son of Mr.
prices,for a limited timeonly. for lasting beauty and proment
$100. the opening of
seventh
inning
when
Neil
imbids.,
is
HowAdams,
and
Tillman
Mrs.
cars
are
cars
used
Our
tection-unmatched for covWhenever you intend to
See W. E. Jackson at the
NOTE: A PURCHASE CHARGE ard, Owensboro centerfielder, hit proving following a tonsillectomy
paint your home,this season
erage, workability and
you will be proud
a little blooper into right field at his home on the Martin High$10.00
OF
FOR
WILL
MADE
BE
or next, take advantage now
"hide." Don't miss this limJackson
to own
PROPOSAL. RgMIT- for the only bingle of the game. way.
of this sensational house
ited offer! Save on your pur110 Paschall St. EACH
Telephone 370
makes his home in
Dr. and Mrs. Phillip Briggs of
TANCE MUST
ACCOMPANY Charlie
paint bargain!
chase Noe!
tAYLORS
THE PRO- Worthington, Indiana and joined Louisville were weekend guests
REQUESTS
FOR
Mrs.
POSAL
FORMS,
REFUNDS the Railroaders in the first part of her parents, Mr. and
Used Car Lat
Johnson on Church
WILL NOT BE MADE FOR ANY of the 1949 season. He has a rec- Freeland
of
ord
four wins against no losses Street.
REASON.
Phone 183
109 Church
for the present
season and if
AT AUCTION
Norwood Redfprd of Ronoake,
Fulton
Further information, bidding
207 Church Street
determination means anything, he Va., visited Joe B. Wall last week.
Fulton, Ky.
SALE NOTICE: On May 29th at proposals, et cetera, will be Var10:30 a. m. we will sell at auction, nished upon appliCation to the
POULTRY AND HOG RAISERS: one
Frankfort Office. The right is rePrices
Now is the time for Chick-tone.
Prices
served to reject any and all bids.
1937 CHEVROLET
PRESENTING THE BIGGEST SHOW OF
increase your
Guaranteed to
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
Good
Good
4 Frankfort, Kentucky
egg production. Best for baby at Pomp Nanney's residence, 1/
chicks too, for worms, white mile north of Chestnut . Glade May 18, 1950.
Fri - Sat - Mon
Fri -'Sat - Mon
diarrhea, also pig and hogtone school. City Motor Company, FulPhone 470 For Job Printing
the worm treatment that never ton, Kentucky
May 26,,27, 29
May 26, 27, 29
fails. Water Valley Milling Co.,
Water Valley, Ky., and Neal
Ward and Son, Fulton.
DOCTORS BILLS paid the easy
GOOD FLAVOR
FOR SALE: Like-new Singer
way by hospitalization policy.
CREAM STYLI.
Sewing Machine, $75 below
Secured
Casualty Ins:trance
cost. Neely Dress Shop, 505
Phone 55
and
No. 2 CAN
Company:' Gladys
Hyland. 204 Plain
Holm Street, Union City, Tenn.' agent. Box 315: Phone 1185.
Phone 615
SHREDDED
COMPLETE GLASS. SERVICE:
LB'
table tops, windows, structural,
WE HAVE THE- - - plate, glass shelves. Auto glass
3-1b. can
installed while you wait. Satisgueranteed. Fulton
faction
Paint & Glass Co.; 210 Church
GODCHAUX'S
11
LIBarS /
Street, phone 909.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

NOW AT EXCHANGE FURNITURE CO.
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Genuine Martin-Senour

MONARCH
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e Outside White
House Paint
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MONARCH

ANY PAINTER

PERSONALS

Drug Store

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

Food Values In Town
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15 o
Clot
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5.00 PER WEEK

Earle Hotel

CORN

KRAUT N°.
CAN'-

only 39c SUGAR

only 39c ORANGE JUCE

LIBBY OR DOLE No. 2•CHUNK

29c JELLO

Lb. Pkg.

smagtEs

Box 61
2c
/

Flat Tin 9c GRAPE JUICE

MAXWELL
HOUSE
COFFEE •
67'

Qt. 23c

PRUNE JUICE
STANDARD

111
2c
/

No. 2 can

TOMATOES

POST TOASTIES Req Box 121,2c
STANDARD

Can

TUNA "
DRIED .MILK
CAMPBELL'S

TOMATO SOUP

25c

12-ca. Box 21c

STALEY'S CRYSTAI.

SWEETOSE . SYRUP

"FULL BLOW ACTION"
10 year factory guarantee.
Priced from

STALEY'S-OLD SOUTHERN/

$595

S-BERRY JELLY'-‘,1

FPezle Piano Sales

AJAX CLEANSER

ST. JOSEPH

ASPIRINS

100 Size 39c

HUNT'S TOMATO

CATSUP

14-oz. bottle

TEN-B-LOW

can

75c HOG FATNER

$3.90

Lb. Box 25c LAYING MASH

$4.25

5-1b. Glass _49c CORN CHOPS

$3.50

WOODS YELLOW

77-oz. Glass 57c SOY BEANS
Can

Bushel $3.90

COOK KILL. guaranteed to please. qt. $1.19 LAWN MOWERS

$1.39

Each $13.95
41

DUI
OXYDOL

WOMAN'S DAY
ON DISPLAY IN OUR WINDOWS!
SHEER DELIGHT
Sheer and cool for summer's warmest
days is this printed dimity with bow
sleeves and tie waist from Sorority. In
maize, pink, and gray on white grounds.
Sizes 1414 - 244.

Eath

2c WEED CUTTERS
/
111

INSECT POISON 25% D. D. T.

As Advertised In June's

33c

$4.05

LIVELY LAD

f.22 Broadway, Paducah

2c
/
141

.--FARM DEPARTMENT-

- Can 10c PIG & HOG FEED
2-1b. Box

FLAVOR KIST
CRACK1:11.5

BRUNSWICK STEW can 2k

LB. BAG WHOLE BEAN

SOUTHERN GOLD

CHEESE

Baldwin's Spinet Piano
Today's Finest Spinet.
with the famous

,40a. 39c

KELLY'S

LADY BE

ACROSOMC

Box _ 31c

STANDARD

HOMINY

WHITE
No. 2%
CAN

SUPER
2

SUDS

FOR 49

large Box

100 POUNDS GODCHAUX
PURE-CANE

SUGAR

COTTON BAG

outs*

10"

MSITLYRI

8.85

CORN
15'

•

$598

No. 2 Can

Jeweler
ch and dock rewiring
Prompt service
.111 work guaranteed
Phone 455
1'3 Washington Street
',Across from the telephone office

Roberts Store
422 Lake Street
••••••••

Fulton

tliltty
they
and
if yo
yak
Clot
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'Grey
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piaci
the
thee
your
two
two
Or
the

ALL FLAVORS

AMERICAN

206 Main St.
Fulton
(Across from Bennett
Drug Store)

3 LB. BAG $1.49

27c SWANSDOWN

only

. EVAP. APPLES

Eyesight Specialist

35c

,NSTANT CAKE MIX

PINEAPPLE .

W.TOSH

Billy C. Fry

27c COFFEE

only

APRICOTS

FOR
S. REPRESENTATIVE
(Ninth Congressional Distroct)
ROBERT A. (Fats) EVERETT

46 Oz. Can

PEABERRY

LIBBY'S 2%

POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Nee, .s authorized to announce
the candidacy of the following, subject to the.action of the Tennessee
Demo.rime Primary to he held on
Thursday. August 3, 1950:

ALL MAKES SEWING MACHINES repaired; all work guaranteed. New and used machines for sale. Contact Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main Street,
Fulton; agency for The Sewing
Machine Center of Cairo, Ill.

10 Lb. l3ag 98c

IDAM'S

CHERRIES

sr 16
is here. Now is the time to have
your old harness and collars repaired.
A. J. WRIGHT,
the harness man,
located in the Kentucky Hardware building. 318 Walnut,
Fulton.

REGULAR LODGE MEETING:
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure to
attend. Loyal Order of Moose,
212 Church Street, Fulton.

10'

2 ROYAL ANN
1
LIBBY'S 2/

DOGS, YES DOGS; inoculated
against rabies. Call Dr. Cherry
at Evans Drug Store; leave
your number.

CRISCO
SNOWDRIFT
81'

91 24

FRUIT SALAD

Ft311 SALE: cabinet-type kitchen
faucet,
with
sink complete
bowl and white-enameled thse
metal cabinet. This unit is in
good working condition and has
good care.
Bargain for $50,
cash. For inspection call 470
or 1255.

DR.

DELBROOK
OLEO
1W
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